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of New Mexico, appellee, vs. Thomas M. Davenport, appellant, judgment of the lower court re1461,

Territory

versed.
Amendment to Charter Filed.
The Automatic Scale Vending Company of Kansas City, Missouri, this
morning filed an amendment to its
charter reducing its total capitalization to $150,000. The company maintains a branch office in this city. J. A.
Brubaker is the president, and T. J.
Templin the secretary of the company.
Inspected Roads.
State Engineer C. D. Miller has Just
returned from an inspection tour of
the roads of the northern part of the
state. He is in receipt of reports for
January and February from the county commissioners of Colfax county relative to road expenditures. These reports will be of material assistance
to the road commission in determining
road needs and conditions.
Cattle Rustlers Rounded Up.
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal reported yesterday the arrest of three
men on a charge of cattle stealing
near Florida Plains in Luna county.
The names of the men arrested are,
Jesus Paz, placed under $1,000 bond
and bound over to the grand jury; L.
Garcia, placed under $300 bond and
bound over to the grand jury; Jesus
Billamonte,. placed under $300 bond
and bound over to the grand jury.
Coal Mining' Company Incorporates.
The Consumers Coal, Coking and
Power Company of Albuquerque, this
morning filed articles of incorporation
with the state corporation commission
"with the object of operating a general
mining and power business. The capital is given at $300,000 divided into
$30,000 shares worth $10 a share at
par. The names of the incorporators,'
all of whom live at Albuquerque, follows: W. J. Holmes, 75 shares; John
B. Burg, 75 shares; J. D. Clark, 50
shares. Two thousand dollars has
been subscribed on which the concern
"will begin business.
Verdict Against A. T. and S. F. R. R.
The jury in the case of the United
Slates, plaintiff, vs. the Atchison,
and Santa Fe railroad, defendant, returned a verdict late yesterday
afternoon in favor of the government.
The company was found guilty of
hour law
creaking the twenty-eigh- t
on three counts. Sentence hits not yet
been passed.
The case of the United States, vs.
L'duardo Lucero was called in the federal court this morning and a jury chosen. Lucero is charged with selling
liquor to Indians of the Jicarilla
Apache reservation in Rio Arriba
county.
Alleged Bandit Arrested.
Alexander
Mounted
Policeman
Street reported to the department thi3
morning the arrest yesterday in the
Capitan mountains of Lincoln county,
of James Harper, wanted in Grant
county for attempted robbery of
agents of the Chino Copper Company
last September. Harper was one of
three men who are alleged to have
held up a motor car in which agents
of the mining concern were transporting the company's pay roll and mail.
He was taken to Carrizozo and the authorities of Grant County notified of
the arrest. Harper is supposed to be
one of the notorious Greer gang and
partner of John W. Gates who is now
in the state prison here under death
sentence .ur urag oi a aepuiy snerin
during a battle between the outlaws
and a posse near Engle, N. M., gome
months ago.

house murders, was adjudged guilty
here today and will pay the penalty
of his crime in the electric chair at
Richmond.
The jury was out all
night.
Floyd Allen was charged specifically at this time with the murder of
Commonwealth's
Foster,
Attorney
prosecutor in the Carroll county court
at Hillsville last March, when the
trial of Floyd Allen culminated in the
killing of five persons,
Presiding
Judge Thornton L. Massie, Prosecutor
William- M. Foster, sheriff L. F. Webb,
Miss Elizabeth Ayers, and Juror Augustine Fowler.
Two Still at Large.
Arrests of several of the Aliens followed the shooting but five of the
principals escaped to the mountains.
Rewards for their arrest resulted in
three of them being taken, but Sidna
Allen, leader of the clan and Wesley
Edwards, his nephew, still are at
large.
Convicted Man in Despair.
Sentence was not pronounced on
today as he may be called to testify in the other cases. Allen was
the
very cheerful today, preceding
announcement of the verdict in expectation of a mistrial, but when the verdict was announced he relaxed into
despair.
Armed Detectives on Hand.
There was barely a handful of persons in court. Whether this was because of fear that the Aliens might
attempt to repeat the scene enacted
at Hillsville, is not known, hut there
was no reason for such fears.
Armed detectives searched persons
entering the court room.
Al-'e- n
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At a meeting of the Do Var- gas pageant committees last
evening, it was decided to ar- range for special trains from
Las Vegas, Albuquerque, Ala- mosa and the Estancia Valley,
for July 5. A Spanish dance is
to be given in the evening, at
which the participants in the
De Vargas pageant will attend
In costume and to which many
of the ladies will also come in
the picturesque coBtume of
M. A.
Andalusia.
Otero and N. Salmon today
communicated with Mayor R.
J. Taupert of Las Vegas, so as
to secure
in adver- the
Using the pageant to
crowds that will attend the
prize fight at Las Vegas. H.
H. Dorman was directed to

have a grandstand greeted fac- lng the Palace. Every lndica- tion points to the festival being
a greater success even than
last year.
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Didn't Like Tar Party in San
Diego For Henchman
Dr. Reitman
CITY
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ON

WAR
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Citizens Warn Friends of Industrial Workers to Withdraw
Support.
I

was received calmly by Clarence V. T.
Riclieson today. He was informed that
Governor Foss had declined to lay
of
the petition for a commutation
sentence before the executive conn- cil by his attorney, William A. Morse
and his spiritual
adviser, the Rev.
Herbert S. Johnson, pastor of the
Warren Avenue Baptist church. Although the former clergyman express
ed disappointment, he showed no in- dication of
collapsing physically.
Hicheson read the governor's state
ment in the papers carefully, and after a 'ta'k with Mr. Morse, and Mrs.
Johnson, sent tor some books from
the library.
Slept Well Last Night.
Boston, Mass., May 17. Clarence V.
T. Richeson, the slayer of Avis Lin-- j
nell, slept quietly in his cell in the
death house at the Charlestown state
penitentiary ,last night, ignorant that
the governor had refused commutation
of his sentence.
Doesn't Know q Refusal of Clemency,
The announcement of the decision
o' the alienists that he was sane and
that the governor would not urge clemency was left to be made to the prisoner today. It was expected that the
task would fall on either the condemned man's counsel, William A. Morse,,
the prison chaplain, the Rev. Herbert
W. Stebbins, or his spiritual adviser,
the Rev. Herbert S. Johnson.
Richeson to Die Monday.
The execution of Richeson probably
will take place early next week. There
is a sentiment against a Monday morning execution as occurring so close
after Sunday, which has been recognized by the warden of the prison. An
exception may be made owing to the
highly nervous state of the condemned, and it is not improbable that Richeson may go to the chair Monday

I

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Diegt , Calif., May 17. Members

of the citizens' committee
of San
of
Diego resumed their campaign
"friendly advice" early today. Citizens who had gone on the bonds of
members of the Industrial Workers of
the World and the attorneys of the latter were warned. It is expected that
within the next two days every person
out on bonds as a result of charges
of having violated the ordinance regulating street speaking and attempts to
wreck the city jail will be surrendered
by their bondsmen and compelled to
temain in Jail until their trials are
called unless they choose to reverse
their pleas of not guilty.
Citizens After Anarchist.
An automobile
containing three
members of the citizens' committee
left San Diego last night for Fullerton,
Jnclr
inpftr T.ns Anpplpa to nprura
jWnyte wno openy proessed anarchy
in igan Dieg0 and who nQW ,8 Qut Qn
bonds.
He advised the authorities
Wednesday that he could not return
to San Diego for trial because he had
been interfered with by vigilantes. His
bondsmen have asked to be relieved
and Whyte, If found today will be
brought to San Diego and placed in
Jail.
Department of Justice Investigation.
A special to the San Diego Union
from Washington. D. C. this morning,
S says the Department of Justice has
X instructed the United States district
X attorney at Los Angeles to make
a
X thorough
investigation of the trouble
X In San Diego and report to the attor-ney general. This was done, it is stat-ed, on appeal for such investigation
ty the mayor of San Diego and the
superintendent of police, after the appeal had been considered by the president and members of the cabinet.
Emma e Up in Arms.
Los Angeles, Calif., May 17. Dr.
Ben Reitman, who was tarred by San
Diego vigilantes several days ago, and
Emma Goldman, the anarchist leader,
declared today they were preparing to
strike back at "the beastly mob'' which
drove them from the southern city.
Will Punish "Beastly Mob."
atti- Reversing their
itude of yesterday. Miss Goldman,
speaking for herself and Reitman said
that a movement was being organized
i

j
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There being a light calendar, and
(By Special Leased Wife to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wtre to New Mexican)
Now York, N. Y., May 17. The al a number of bills ready for action not
El Paso, Texas, May 17. Indications
at noon today were that if General leged methods pursued by the Sugar having been received from the
Washington, D. C, May 17.
printer
President Taft has directed the
Orozco is be'iten in the approaching Refineries Company to gain and re- and because of the Scoltish Rite Maappointment of B. C. Hernan- engagement at Reilano, he will find tain control of Ilic sugar industry in sonic Reunion in the Capital, the Sendez of Tierra Amarilla to be re- his retreat northward to Chihuahua America, were described
today by ate held only a brief business session
reiver of the federal land of- very difficult. Telegraphers in Juarez Julius A. Stursbtirg, up to 1SS7 treas- this forenoon, and
to ten
flee at Santa Fe, and the reapadmitted that the wires south of Chi- urer of the Brooklyn
o'clock tomorrow
forenoon. In the.
Refinery
Sugar
N pointnient of M. K. Otero as V huahua were being disturbed and fedCompany, in the government's disso- meanwhile, a number of important
eral officials here say not only wire lution suit
register. He also directed the
against the
sugar committee meetings will be held, the
of
John
communication
but
will
the railroad
Pflueger V
appointment
Committee
on Education
trust.
meeting
be
N
Santa
Fe and
postmaster at
destroyed behind Orozco to preafter
the
Fixed Subsidiary Output.
session this forenoon
right
Vincent May at Las Cruces, and
vent him from retreating northward.
Mr. Stursbtirg said that, although to consider the traveling library bill,
also the other appointments ree- This gave rise to the believe that
the city board of education elections
mended by the New Mexico V a force of federals had come in be- the refineries company trustees held
and other pending educational
State Republican
executive V hind the rebel army and though too the stock of the Brooklyn company, bill,
measures.
The committee on public
in
others
the
among
many
the
committee.
East,
small to attack Orozco, they will sot
institutions met this afternoon al 2:30
Senate.
up enough hindrances to make his re- Brooklyn company was permitted to
run its own affairs, with the the ex- o'clock, and the Committee on PriviWashington, D. C, May 17. V treat northward dangerous.
cel)! ion of fixing its output. This was leges and Elections at 2 o'clock to
Loot of Chihuahua Feared.
Met at noon and resumed
Advices from the city of Chihuahua fixed by the trustees, he said. These consider a number of elections bills.
consideration of the metal tar- - N
The Committee on County and Muniiff revision hill.
today indicated that residents feared trustees also instructed other coma rebel retreat might mean the loot- panies whose stock they held as to cipal Indebtedness also wrestled with
Finance committee
ordered
ing of the town and terrible disor-- how much sugar they could produce, the bond bill.
favorable report on Lodge sub- K. A. Mifra again presided at this
ders by
rebels.
he said.
stitute for House sugar bill
forenoon's
session of the stale Senate.
with the federal army was
and unfavorable
Profits Turned Over to Trustees.
report on
Chaplain McCollough delivered the innot attempted today as the governHouse excise tax bill.
"All of the profits of the Brooklyn
vocation.
ment troops were reported journeying
House.
refinery wore turned over to the trusBarth regretted that during his abnorthward toward the rebel front.
V
Met at 11 a. m. and resumed N,
tees, weren't they?" asked Mr. Wise.
sence two meritorious measures had
Cut Rebel Communication.
"I think nearly all the profits were.
consideration of Panama Can- been tallied. He referred to the two
At General Orozco's headquarters, I
know that amounts wore turned over tax
nal bill.
exemption bills which were to exMex., May 16; 10:110 a. in.
Jimenez,
to the trustees from time to time."
into charges
Investigation
is the fate await-- !
empt widows and orphans from tax' Summary execution
V against Judge
"What became of the rest of the ation on
Archibald was
ing three workmen if it is proven that
property up to $1,000 and
continued by Judiciary Com- they are guilty of burning bridges! profits?"
churches, lodges, hospitals and chari"It was used as working capital."
mittee.
near Horcasitas yesterday.
table institutions not conducted
Wcdnes- for
This, so far as the witness knew, gain.
day night the railway and fedora! tele-- j
was
the
course
in
all
other
pursued
A
from the New Mexico W.
Sugar Bill Favorably Reported.
graph wires connecting Jimenez and1
refineries controlled by the trustees. C. T.petition
V. against the Johnson-FlynWashington, D. C, May 17. The Chihuahua and three small bridges
Senate Finance Committee
fight was presented.
today were burned a short distance north
authorized a favorable report on the of Ortiz. Wire communication has; SUFFRAGISTS SCORE IN
New Bills.
SOCIALISTS' CONVENTION.
and tonight it is
Lodge substitute for the House free been
The following
bills were introthe
that
have
will
expected
bridges
sugar bill and an unfavorable report
Lensr-fWire to New Mexican) duced:
Special
(By
been
on the
House income tax
Senate Bill No. 147. by Gallegos,
Federal Agents Burned Bridges.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 17. Suffrabill which proposed a tax oil incomes
which prohibits the election or apSocialists'
the
in
National
scored
One of the first messages sent back gists
in excess of $5,000 a year.
when they pointment to office of any person conon the restored wires was a dispatch convention here today,
The Lodge sugar bill would eliminamended the section of the constitu- victed of crime.
of
arrest
men
the
of
the
under
telling
ate the differential and Dutch stand- a
Senate Bill No.
by Miera, preprovision of the rebel decree of sus- tion pertaining to membership in the
ard from the tariff and leave the
the duties, pay, assistants,
scribing
poliunrestricted
"and
to
read
of
An act almost party
pension
guarantees.
duties otherwise practically as at pres- identical with that of the federal gov-- : tical rights of both sexes."
for the office of district attorney. This
ent.
is similar to the bill passed in the
j
ernment.
Cuba Is Fa.'o;xd.
of the Whole in the House.
Committee
Orozco has ordered an immediate in- "
Senate Bill No. 149, by Abeyta, to
Senator Simmons offered a substi- vestigation, and the death of the oftute sugar bill prepared by the Demo- fenders, if the military court is satis- SEVEN
appropriate $5,000 for a drainage canal in Socorro county in precinct No.
cratic members of the committee. It fied as to their guilt. The trial will
9
existing take place at Chihuahui.
proposed a reduction of
Committee Reports.
but was
Death the Penalty
duties by about
It is presumed that the arrested men
voted down by a strictly party vote
The Committee
on
Education,
of six to eight. Senator Smoot, who were employed by agents of the gov-lothrough McCoy, chairman,
reported
a bill of his own, reserved the ernment. The main bodies of the
Senate Bill No. in, an act
Believe Drawing unfavorably
Attorneys
two
armies
have
no
made
All
material
Senate.
to
in
it
for
the
the promotion of education in New
present
right
Will Be Completed by
the bills would reserve the twenty per changes in their positions along the
Mexico and providing for the appointof
lines
railroad.
the
ment of scholars and cadets by boards
cent discount to Cuba.
End of Week
Olive Branch Refused.
of county commissioners
Wool Bill Thursday.
to various
Their work here finished, the three
state institutions. II also reported un- The committee postponed its vote
on the wool tariff revision hill from delegates of the League of Social De- DEFENDANT
A
HAND tavoraiity senate Bill .No. 77, to proTAKES
vide free text books for the public
next Tuesday until next Thursday, fense sent here from Mexico City to
schools up to the eighth grade. McMay 23. There was no time suggest talk peace with General Orozco left
ed by the committee for a vote in the today for Juarez. Orozco told them Millionaire Clubman Believed he Coy declared that the time :s not yet
Senate on any of the ariff bills, nor tne resignation of Madero was essen-pffnr- t
ripe in New Mexico for that legislaCould Be Fair But Changed
tnwarrt pffeetinp tlon before the revolution could be
tion. McCoy also reported unfavoraended.
Mind.
bly Senate Bill No. 109, providing that
adjournment of Congress before the
Official information
regarding the
a teacher's certificate be not granted
National party convention in June.
i
of
Canales
Colonel
by
Mapimi
taking
to persons who smoke or drink.
He
Direct Election In Massachusetts.
still is lacking at the headquarters, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) declared
that this is a matter that
17.
Homer
Calif.
Boston, Mass., May 17. The House there is a
Los
May
Angeles,
disposition to discredit the
of Representatives by a unanimous
Jr., millionaire clubman must he governed by public opinion
The
report.
capture of Laughlin, ten
vote today adopted the Bristow amend- Raoul Madero atreported is
other prospective jurors, rather than by law, and that no board
not given who, with
Mapimi
of education in New Mexico that is
ment to the federal constitution pro- serious consideration here.
passed the night locked up in custody
of deputy sheriffs, was expected to be alive to its duty, would appoint to be
viding for the direct election of UnitThe matter probed State senators.
the object of the first peremptory teacher any person who is offensive
on account of his addiction to tobacco
ably will come up in the Senate early
challenge of the defense today at the
or liquor. These three bills were tanext week.
resumption pf the trial of Clarence S.
conRailroad Favored With Lumber Land.
Darrow, the Chicago attorney, indict- bled, and as other bills ready for
not
had
been
from
received
17.
sideration,
The
D.
a
of
May
on
C,
ed
Washington,
bribery.
charge
the printer, the Senate proceeded to
charge that Ethan Allen Hitchcock,
E
Two Hours.
Argued
A motion to adjourn to 2
adjourn.
while secretary of the interior had perfive
The state, with only
peremptory
p m. by Hartt, was amended by Holt
mitted the Santa Fe railroad to exchal'enges, practically asserted after to make it 10 a. m. tomorrow, in view
change useless lava beds for valuable
two hours oi argument over the eligi- of the
Commencement
Oration
at
of
important committee meetings
the public domain,
timber" lands
bility of Laughlin, that the only way announced and because of the desire
Senwas made in the Senate today by
School of Mines Was
the defense could proceed with the of a number of Senators to
attend the
ator Crawford.
trial of Darrow without the wealthy Scottish Rite reunion. Hartt withdrew
Classic
a
Gem
in
Chamberlain
a
Senator
speech
of
ten
to
one
use
was
its
clubman,
his motion and the Senate adjourned
on the Crawford charges, called on
peremptories.
until tomorrow when it may take up
the department of Justice to bring proSticks to Opinion.
SIX
GRADUATES
the
GIVEN
finance committee county salary
Laughlin
DEGREES
timselections
of
to
cancel
ceedings
alter his bill.
Laughlin would not
ber made by railroads and lumber '
opinion as to his ability to give a fair
The Finance Bill.
companies in lieu of their holdings in
Closes Most Sue- - verdict if he were retained as a juror. Declaring that the outlook was for
forest reserves. In Arizona and other Institution
He stated that he felt, despite his ex- a
cessful Year in Its
heavy deficiency unless some step
states, he charged, railroads had dewith
perience! as a manufacturer
in
was taken to arrange for a larger In
of
and
timber
manded their lands
unHistory.
union labor, that he cou'd cast an
come to meet the additional expenses
duced the interior department to take
biased vote. The principal objection of 8tatehoodi chalrman Clark of the
the cut lands into forest reserves, so
uau
was
New
me
to the
Mexican.
uiai uuugimu
oi
aeieuse
Senate Committee on Finance, disthey would take up other lands cov- Special
Socorro, N. M., May 17. Never be- had some difficulties with union la- cussed the question of a finance bill.
ered with valuable timber.
fore has Socorro heard so brilliant an bor. The challenging of Laughlin is
Mr. Clark declared that every edu
Sugar and Excise Reports.
ad- not expected, l.owever, until after the
oration as the commencement
cational institution in the state with no
Washington, D. C, May 17. The dress at the opera house by J. Wight
talesman has been selected.
exceptions, the penitentiary, and othsugar and excise reports later were Giddings of Santa Fe, formerly lieu
It was believed that would be ac- er institutions
except the insane asy
Messrs.
to
the
Senate
by
presented
tenant governor of Michigan. In ad- complished by noon and that early lum are
asking for large increase
Lodge and Cu'lom. Senator Simmons dressing the graduating class of the in the afternoon session the use of the
over the last appropriations and that
announced that he would report for School of Mines, and the concourse
peremptories would begin. The jury
the minority on these measures a.s that crowded the opera house, he made will be obtained this week, is the be- the statehood expenses were much
soon as possible.
an eloquent plea for education, purity lief of attorneys for both sides, and larger than under territorial government. The deficits in these instituof life and patriotism as the cure for the
hearing of testimony probably will tions amount to about $150,000. Mr.
latter day evils in public and private begin Monday.
ARIZONA' PASSES RECALL OF
Clark said that for that reason, he beJUDGES AND SENATORS. life. Philosophy, wit and humor kept
Seven Jurors Sworn.
lieved that it would be found necesthe audience entranced for forty-fiv- e
Los Angeles, Calif., May 17. Seven
to increase the rate of taxation
Adverse Vote Would Be Considered minutes and he received thunderous sworn Jurors were in the box at noon sary
to the full amount permitted under
.applause.
Advice to Government to
today when the luncheon recess was the constitution which Is fourteen
A Successful Year.
Dismiss. '
taken in the trial of Clarence Darrow, mills, twelve mills being for state purNew
to
Lens.il
vire
Mexican)
in many ways, the most satisfactory
tBy Special
McNarnara
former
the
attorney, poses and two mills for state debt.
Phoenix, Ariz., May 17. A bill pro- year, in the history of the School of
bribed venire"We have begun the preparation of
charged with
viding for an "advisory recall" of fed- - Mines, was closed by the commence-era- l man George N.having
Lockwood. The pros- this bill in the Senate Finance comjudges and United States Sena- - ment last evening. The gold medal
tors by majority vote of the people annually given by C. T. Brown, secre-ha- s ecution exercised two of its five per- mittee," said Mr. Clark. "It has been
and the defense decided to merely prepare
form
passed the state assembly today, tary and treasurer of the board of re-I-t emptory challenges
ten.
for introduction in the Senate next
already has passed the senate and gents, for the greatest proficiency In three of its
Darrow Takes a Hand.
week and leave the amounts blank.
the governor has expressed his ap- - wet and fire assaying during the past
Darrow himself began questioning We will
the measure to the
proval. Under the terms of the bill an year, was awarded to James Avery
veniremen when the box was filled finance committee and then fill In tho
adverse vote would be considered as Smith. The following graduates
to the government to impeach ceived degrees: Paul E. M. Stein the again. He is an attorney of Tecord amounts for each purpose as we get
and dismiss the judge or senator ac-- .
'
cused.
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Read Account in Papers Care- Proposed Excise Tax on Incomes Insurrecto
Chieftain Refuses Profits of Brooklyn Refinery Hears Committee Reports and
Is Unfavorably Reported
Were Turned Over to
Peace Without Madero's
Tables Three Educational
fully Than Sent to Library
in Senate.
For Books.
Concern's
Trustees
MeasuresResignation

Case No. 1463, on the docket of the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Moxtcnn)
Wytheville, Va., May 17 Floyd Al-state supreme court, reported in a reBoston, Mass., May 17. The news
cent issue of this paper as having been len, first of the Hillsville mountain-- ' that he must be electrocuted next,
should have read Case No. eers tried for the Carroll county court week for the murder of Avis Linnell
decided,
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Witnesses Present.
The time within the week of May 19
is entirely at the warden's discretion
and only the legal witnesses will know
beforehand at what time the sentence
of the law will be carried out.
WOULD PATCH UP
PRESBYTERIAN DIFFERENCES.

'P"

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican'
Louisville, Ky., May 17. Definite
progress toward resumption of former
relations
between the Presbyterian
church in the United States of Ameri
ca and the Union Theological Seminary of New York was reported today
to the 121th Presbyterian General As
sembly in session here by the special
committee appointed a year ago for
that purpose. Such relations were severed several years ago when Professor
Charles Briggs was expelled for her
esy. The committee was instructed
to continue another year and to report
to the next assembly.
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Will Not Abandon Struggle
For Nomination if Iowa
Is Lost
BOSSISM

IS NOT

AN

ISSUE

Roosevelt Is Clouding Real Questions Declares Executive in

Speech.
IBy Special Leased Wire te New Mexican)
Cleveland, Ohio, May 17. Refreshed by a comparatively quiet day, and

prepared to keep up the fight against
the nomination of Colonel Roosevelt,
President Taft left Cleveland early today to take up again his speech making tour of the state.
Friends of the president were confident today that he was more determined than ever to make the struggle
for Ohio's forty-eigh- t
delegates to
the Republican national convention as
strenuous as possible.
In Fight to Stay.
Although Mr. Taft declined to discuss reports published here that he
might abandon the fight, for the
if he should lose Ohio pri
maries, men close to him place no
credence in such a report. They point
to the fact that hundreds of delegates
to the convention are Instructed and
pledged to Mr. Taft and that the Taft
workers throughout the country have
put up their best fight for him. They
figure also on the bitter resentment
the president has shown toward Colonel Roosevelt and few of them would
(Continued

on Page Five.)
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Littleton, was first married to Campbell Christmas day, 1909. The young NOT SALTS, OIL OR
couple lived together for about eighJust say that to a woman and. see teen months, and then separated.
PILLSJUT CASCARETS
her eyes sparkle with pleasure. She
knows there is no beauty like the
Found Faithless Hubbv in Saloon.
No Odds How Sick Your
Stomach;
beauty of health.
When the wife and tiiree stepchildHow Hard Your Head Aches or
You
Unfortunately, at this time of year ren of William
How Billious Cascarets Make
Holmes, aged 30,
so many women are in a weakened, watched
the train bearing him from
You Feel Great
condition that there are Colorado
to Denver, they were
Springs
to
few
whom one can say it.
You men and women who somehow
happy in the thought that they were
Mrs. C. Uir.gan, 1954 Anthony ave., to
follow, and that soon all would be! can't get feeling right who have an
New York City, says in a letter: "My
almost daily headache, coated tongue,
and well. Two
prosperous
health began to run down two years passed. No word was received months foul taste
and foul breath, dizziness,
and the
and
from
till
last
that time
ago,
April family gathered their
scanty posses-- ! can't sleep, are billious, nervous and
I was in a badly weakened condition
sions and ten days ago they arrived upset, bothered with sick, gassy, dis
Goods.
with little energy and poor appetite. in Denver
penniless. Humane Officers ordered stomach, or have backache
Having heard so much about Vinot I David and Parslow and Patrolman
and feel all worn out.
began taking it and already I have
found the man in a saloon near
Are you keeping clean inside with
so
all
friends
much
.
that
improved
my
r'
i
Nineteenth and Larimer streets.
or merely
torcmg a pas
a
ennotice
great difference. I have
sage way every few days with salts,
tirely recovered my former strength
Martin Atencio Murdered.
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
thanks to Vinol."
Ignacio, Colorado, was stirred to'the important
This delicious cod liver and iron
Cascarets work while you sleeo
of lynching when the murder of
remedy without oil, is of the greatest verge
ana regulate the stomach, re
cieanse
Martin
Atencio
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
was
unravelled
the
by
value in creating strength, restoring,
move the sour, undigested
and fer
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
body. county authorities. Juan Garcia is
appetite and building
held for the crime. The crime was menting food and Bour gases; take the
Pale, sickly women, overworked men,
excess bile from the liver and carry
feeble old folks and delicate children the most brutal in the history of La
out of the system all fhe decomposed
Plata
The
murdered
man's
county.
alt need it, and we positively
guar
antee Vinol to give satisfaction. The head was split open by blows from a waste matter and poison in the intes
headed axe while he slept, his tines and bowels.
Capital Pharmacjf, Santa Fe, N. M. idcuble
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
being spilled all over the bed
and room. The motive is alleged to you out by morning a
box
TO PEGGY.
have been infatuation over the slain from any drug store will keep your
Like verse? Why, of course though man's wife who is the mother of five entire family feeling good for months
small children. The wife of the mtir- - Don't forget the children. They love
not in books
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Dried flowers make a dinky sou- 'dered man said her husband had been Cascarets because they taste goo- dinjured by a horse and had died from do good never gripe or sicken.
venir;
ALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
effects of the wounds.
.the
more
The
lives
is
that
far
packages
poetry
dear
who loves football
And there
Amy Dean, a
are volumes
The only exclusive
writ in SANTA FE IS BEING
house in Santa Fe

Again Reminds

"YOU

LOOKJO WELL"

For forty years you've known
the name

of the Superior

Coldwell Lawn Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field."

run-dow- n

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire "

the

Always the Leader

n

grocery

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their lite isn't spent in a repair shop. They're
for

j

u

use.
always ready
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every machine. A guarantee to give satisfactionr
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

j

up-th-

j

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

j

pin

Phone Black

45

Her smile's

LEO HERSCH

Phone Black

COAL
IPinon,

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

TO

Parts of The World

All

,nconven,nce y Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Order. Traveler'
nd

SflVfi MflflftV

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

IL

and all Foreign
Countries

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

of two

rosy

lips,

Her laugh's a wordless roundelay.
Her eyes
Her eyes are lyrics, and each time

45

J. CRICHTON

a couplet

ADVERTISED.

Named After It,
Railway System
Gives Capital Big Boost in
General Folders.

Dorothy Safford
Pauline Thayer, known as "Punch"
Hazel Sanford
Mrs. Wilberton, aunt to Madge, Gret
chen and Tom
Caribel Fischer
Tilly, a maid who "Iofes de Putcher
Boy"
Dorothy Hay ward
SCENE Colorado.
TIME Present Day.
Act 1. Exterior of the Lansing Sum
mer Cottage in Summer.
Act 2. Library in the
Lansing
Town House Four Months Later.
Act 3. Same as Act 2 Next day.
CLASS MOTTO: "Knowledge Comes
Wisdom Lingers."
CLASS COLORS: Old Rose and
Black.
CLASS FLOWER: Pink Rose.
Class Officers.
Miss Edna Lutz, president; Miss
Charlotte Wientge,
Miss Hazel Sparks, secretary; Mr.
Morton Seligman, treasurer.
Class Roll.
Miss May Bergere, Miss Claribel
Fischer, Mr. Eugene Harvey, Mr. Henry Kaune, Miss Edna Lutz, Miss Lola
Michelson, Miss Hazel Sanford, Mr
Morton Seligman, Miss Hazel Sparks.
Miss Isabel Walker, Miss Charlotte
Wientge.

The latest general folder of the
Santa Fe system, gives Santa Fe aneclipse. other big boost, for it says in prominent place:
"Santa Fe, N. M., and Roundabout.
An epigram is in her pout demure
"Santa Fe, the picturesque capital of
A terrifying epic in her frown
And should she yawn. tis for the the Bew state of New Mexico, is an
city in modern America.
hapless clown
An epitaph of meaning all too sure! 'The place that gave the Santa Fe
Railroad its trademark name should
So. if the fates would only let me be of interest to travelers on that
line. Besides the historic attractions
choose,
such as Spanish-MexicaI'd have fair Mistress Peggy for my
churches,
an
muse.
plaza, adobe buildings
CHARLES G. LORING, JR. dating back to 1606, and pueblo ruins
a thousand years or so older Santa
Fe also is the center of a Land of the
Sky, where, especially in summer, a
Mniiiin
vacation outing may be delightfully
iiiu
Bin
spent. Along the trout waters of the
upper Pecos, in the mountains between Santa Fe and Las Vegas, there
Justice of Peace Resigns.
C. B. Howell has-- filed his resigna- are several ranch resorts. Or one may
tion as justice of the peace at Estan-ci- a visit Pajarito Park with its prehistoric
and a petition is being circulated mins, and the various Indian pueblos
asking for the appointment of J. B. nearby.
"Ask any Santa Fe agent for copy
Braxton to fill the vacancy.
of "Old-NeSanta Fe" descriptive
folder."
A Full Game Bag,
FRECKLES
The words Santa Fe are mentioned
Seven mountain lions, three silver
tip grizzly bears, seven black grizzly several hundred times in the folder.
In the latest pamphlet "Summer Ex- New Drug That Quickly Removes
bears and four cinnamon bears, that
to California and North
These Homely Spots.
is to say the skins of them, have cursions
There's no longer the slightest need
been received by Gross Kelly & Com Pacific Coast," it say:
"Santa Fe is the capital of New of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
pany, at Las Vegas. The animals are
Mexico and is said to be the oldest as a new drug, othine double
the spoils of H. W. Kell 's recent trip.
strength
settlement in the United states. It is has been discovered that positively
picturesquely located among the south- removes these homely spots.
Shot Himself Accidentally
ern Rockies. Here may be seen the
Simply get one ounce of othine
Manuel Romero, a section hand, em- old Spanish life, near
to, but apart double strength form 2 and apply a
ployed by the Santa Fe at McCarty's, from the new American. Quaint adobe little of it at
night, and in the morn'
was brought to Albuquerque suffering houses, along narrow
streets, where ing you will see that even the worst
from a small calibre bullet wound, burros, Mexicans and Indians
strange freckles have begun to disappear,
sustained as the result of an acciden- ly mingle, are features of the Mexican while the
lighter ones have vanished
tal discharge of a pistol held in the quarter all under a turquoise
sky. entirely. It is seldom that more than
hand of a companion.
Santa Fe is a delightful summer re an ounce is needed to
completely clear
sort. The School of American
Ar- - the skm and gam a beautiful clear
Suit for Divorce.
cnaeoiogy is located here; excavations complexion.
Fe'icita Biaga has filed a suit in the are being made in prehistoric Pajarito
Be sure to ask for the double
miles distant."
district court at Albuquerque, asking fark, twenty-fivstrength othine as this is sold under
a divorce from her husband, Guiseppe
guarantee of money back if it fails
to remove freckles.
Biaga, alleging cruel and inhuman PROGRAM FOR SENIOR
CLASS PLAY NEXT THURSDAY.
and abandon
treatment,
ment. The Biagas were married
in
It Will Be Given at the Elks' Theater
Rockland, Me., November
18, 1907,
and Will Be Gala Event of
and have one child.
Commencement.
Abandoned.
The following is the cast of characAn appeal has been made by Mayor
ters for the Senior Class Play to be
Robert J. Taupert and other city offiManufacturer of
cials of Las Vegas, to the charitably given at the Elks' Theater on Thursof next week by the
day
evening
disposed ladies of Las Vegas to come Seniors of the
High School:
to the assistance of Mrs. Anna Klein
Cast of Characters.
and her seven months old baby who Tom
Lansing, a Senior in Law
Screen Windows, :: Screen Doors.
were deserted several days ago by the
Eugene Harvey
husband and father.
SHOW CASES.
Miles Alden, a Boston law

1

she sighs
I think 'twould any madrigal
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THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Pbcne Main

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

J.

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

J. F. RHOADS

student..

Where a Preacher Lost Out.
A marriage license was issued
at
WOODY'S HACK LINK Estancia
to Charles C. Pickering of
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Hurley, Grant county, and Nina B.
Prom
In this
Kelley of Kaw, Oklahoma.
La Salle
BARRANCA
TAOSJ connection some preacher missed a
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South job by not being in sight. The couple
wanted to get married here, but were
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
unable to find a minister and went to
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of Mountainair.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrive al
Death of a Pioneer.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Taos at 7 p. m.
William E. Thw aits, a Silver City
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles snorter than any other
of White Signal,
way. Good covert hacks and good pioneer, formerly
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.1)0
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams Grant county, died this week. He was
fcYench Noodle Order rOc. a disn,
furnished commerc al men to take In aged 70 years and is survived by his
iew York Chop Suey 50c.
the surrounding cunt. Wire B'.nbudo wife and ten child ren. He was born
in British Hollow, Wisconsin,
and
Station
went to California in 1849. He was a
Civil War veteran, In 1S99 he cams
to New Mexico.

Restaurant

TO

20,000 Girls to Be Sacrificed.
Mrs. D. M. Hayes of the Colorado

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Cottage Home, Denver, told members
of the W. C. T. U. that plans are being made by men engaged in the traffic in young girls for immoral
purposes to secure 20,000 recruits for the
of California
segregated districts
cities during the exposition to be held
there.

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

Married at Twelve, Now Divorced.
In the county court at Colorado
Springs, Rosea Fikani, wife of a weal
thy curio dealer of Manitou, told how
she had been married to him when
she was only 12 years old without be
ing consulted end had endured a married life of alleged cruelty. She was
granted a divorce by Judge John E.
Little.

Rooms With Bath,

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

If It's Hardware, We Have It.
Phone

104Galesteo Street
::

Henry Kaune
Sidney Hilton, a student card sharp. .
157 W.
SANTA FE, N. M
Wallace Fiske Telephone
a
Billy Merrill,
little Freshman
.
. .Morton Seligman
Ralph Lawrence, a football coach..
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Elmer Friday
The Burglar, a knight of the jimmy. .
EXPRESS LINE.
Frank Cunningham
Millicent Merrill, in search of her
Red 161.
Prince
May Bergere
Shirley Hathaway, who thinks all the Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
world of Ralph
Lola Michelson
Dixie Davis, a superstitious southern
1
Isabel Walker
Madge Lansing, hostess at Sing Sing
cottage
Edna Lutz
Eloise Elmer, a devotee of art and
adjectives
Anna Dorman
Frances Palmer, with literary aspirations
Charlotte Wientge
Gretchen Lansing, who wants to grow
UP
Hazel Sparks

....

Phone

PO-e-

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
the result, and unless the inflama- tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY, ft CO., Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggist. 75a

Married Second Time at Eighteen.
Married at 14, divorced at 17, Mrs.
Violet Campbell, who is now 18. cele
brated her second marriage at Denver to William Sherman Campbell,
Mrs. CeniDbell. a
aged 21 years.
Take Hall's
daughter of Mrs. D. G. Holmqulst of pation.

amity Pills for consti

14.

Skipping the Bad Places.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
?

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

KAUNE

:

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

FRANK ft. JONES,

225sw

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
r
i
tir.i
cnaras. nancnes
wun ana Without Improvements.
1

For Full Information Call,

j

Y

i

Or- -

1

.NEW
IIff

Or. Phone No. Red 76

MLXIUaU PBIMTING
Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or

M

man

IH

desk and bookcase ever made.

yBookJJnits undated,

Roomy convenienattracbilities

-

cH, write or phaoe

V

CO.

SJSb
HJCSB

ifa sdmff
I ItmffilSB

I

.

Jf

r

i ilSBSfi?ili

jlrSiB
"sfjj

H

It

8r

JJ

or

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
.

Phone Black 22J.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

at

& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

WOODWORKER

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

co-e-

WELL

Peggy's looks.

S

FOR SALE A lot or second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power and one 2i
horse power Left el Engine, .lrst cla?
condition; on 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, paM ki upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a SO gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If interested address the New M eric in Printing Con
pany, Santi Fe. Xew Mexico
Commencement
The
Program
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program

covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and de
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one Interested. MakH
your selections early.

era
General

Methodist

Episcopal Church

Conference,

Minneapolis, Minn.
MAY

lst-3I- st

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE, N?M.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May I, 8, 15 and 22.

Return Limit, June

15, 1912.

H.S.UTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.
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MASS MEETING PROTESTS
along the same line calling attention
AGAINST TWO MEASURES. to the present lack of classification of
the specimens in the Historical So- Constipation, if Neglected, Passage Would Destroy Museum ciety rooms and the poor repair in
Rooms and Result in New Mexi- which the rooms are kept. He disCauses Serious Illness
co Losing School.
claimed any intention on the part of
leads
Constipation, if neglected,
the Museum of Xew Mexico officials
to almost innumerable complicalast
a
A number
of regrettable errors to gain control of the collection of the
tions affecting the general health.
You
can
or
two."
or
meet-cases
!
into
the
New
Mexico
of
mass
Historical Society,
the
year
Many
just
crept
report
roof with Peerless at a lower
typhoid fever, ing at the Palace of the Governors in The meeting voted to appoint a
now
appendicitis and
Xew Mexican. A correct, mittee consisting of a member of the
first cost than you've ever dreamed possible.
other severe dis- account therefore follows:
.Historical Society, a member of the
eases are traceAnd you knoty that Peerless is the permamass
The
the
called
by
meeting
able to prolonged
Archaeological
Society and one citizen
.
c
.
i
nent
roofing the positive protection that once
ti
lUHiuuer ui luiuiuerce ai me raia;c0t
f
e w Mexico to consider and
clogging of the r',
Just put on
laid, never requires repairs.
the Governors was attended by nort a bill that would carrv out the
bowels. Regard-th- e
effects o f many public spirited citizens of the existing
between
New
agreements
constipation, C . city and state. The object of the Mexico and the Archaeological Instii SDi
E. Ayers, 6 Sabin
was
as
announced
meeting
previously
tute. The chair appointed Messrs. S.
Montpclier,
St.,
No.
the consideration of House bills
G. Cartwright, James L. Seligman and
Vt., says:
195 and No. 196, now pending before Edgar L. Hewett.
"I was afflicted
and forget all about it. The only
with constipation the lower house of the New Mexico
and biliousness tor
IMPOSING OBSFQUIES AT
time you'll need to remember it,
years, and at times became so bad I legislature.
The Objectionable Bills.
NOON AT COPENHAGEN.
would become unconscious.
I have been
is when you have another building
found in that condition many times.
Dr. Edgar
Hewett, director of the
to cover. Then, what Peerless has proven
seem
did
be
not
to
to
able
Physicians
American School of Archaeology was Royal Family Kneels
Silent Prayer
do me any good.
I would become
about itself on the first, will make you put
invited
to
from
matter
the
Before Catafalque and Kiss
weak and for days at a time could do
present
it on the second. Peerless is the one brand
no work. Not long ago I got a box the standpoint of the school. He took
the Danish Flag,
of Dr. Miles' Laxative Tablets, and
that makes a roofing-dollstretch over
of
the
the
to
New
up
Wire
Leased
Objectionable
points
Mexican)
By
Special
after using them found I had never
more square feet and yield more solid satistried anything that acted in sucn a proposed bills and pointed out how! Copenhagen, Denmark, May 17.
mild and effective manner. I believe
they would affect the school. The The Danish Royal yacht Danneborg
faction than any other kind on the market.
I have at last found the remedy that first bill proposes to bring the Museum arrived at noon
today at the Tolobo-o- f
suits my case."
New Mexico under the control of dPn wharf in the inner harbor near
Come in and see us and Peerless
Thousands of people are sufferers the state. This would be
acceptable
from
Prepared Roofing at the same
habitual
constipation and to the School of American Archae- Amalienherir Palace, hrlneine the
time. We'll make a permanent
while possibly realizing something
body of the late King Frederick VIII
customer of you with permanent
of the danger of this condition, yet ology Dr. Hewett said, but, as drawn, from Travemunende.
Peerless Prepared Roollug.
neglect too long to employ proper all existing agreements between the
King Christian X of Denmark, King
state and the school are ignored.
curative measures until serious illness often results.
The advice of
"A board of regents with all the Haakon of Norway and many other
all physicians is, "keep your bowels
members
resident of New Mexico, royal personages, followed the hearses
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
clean," and it's good advice.
could be provided for that would be or foot to the chapel of Christian-borDr. Miles' Laxative Tablets are
castle where the coffin was
Dr.
sold by all druggists, at 25 cents a acceptable to the institution,"'
on e catafalque.
box containing 25 doses.
If not Hewett said, "but the passage of the placed
In the procession
were carriages
found satisfactory, your money is bill as it stands would mean the loss
of the School of American Archaeolo- containing Dowager Queen Louisiana,
returned.
MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart, Ind.
Queen Alexandria and several of the
gy to New Mexico."
The director of the American School princes.
then indicated the kind of a board of
The streets from the landing place
regents that would be acceptable as to the Palace were thronged with peofollows: Governor of state, an officer
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
ple and the chapel members of the
AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. of the Historical Society of New Mexi- - royal family surrounded the coffin and
au Ulm:el
Ule ivew
knelt for. some minutes in silent pray- o lcnvin(r thck phanM
Luncheon to Senior Class Tomorrow. aeological society and tour more mem- ol.
3h
bers all to be appointed by the governBaccalaureate Address on
DRn, h faK
kissed
h,ch
ana
all
New
of
or,
residents
Mexico,
Sunday.
ad
th(j bjer
bullion and 31.000 pounds of high grade
Socorro County.
two representatives of the
The following is the Commencement to include
concentrates. This property is now
At
the
company,
Krnestine
of
Mining
committee of the School
Program at the New Mexico College managing
DEFEAT TURKISH
ITALIANS
last
crushed
were
tons
Archaeology.
producing every 50 days the price
during
73j
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at
GARRISON OF RHODES.
Would Destroy Museum Rooms.
MesiLla Park:
week, producing 5S sacks of concen paid the Last Chance mine by the
In considering House bill No. 196, (By Spocial Leased Wire to New Mexican) trates and the usual zinc box preci- - present owners. The Oaks company
Saturday, May 18th.
115 tons in April from 12S
Rome, May 17. Premier Gioletti an- I p. m. Luncheon to Senior Class at Dr. Hewett pointed out that this bill
in treated
in the chamber today that pitates. The last 10 day cleanup
nounced
no
feet of development on the Pacific
like
the
previous
first,
recognized
President's residence.
of
ana April yielded 10,135 troy ounces
fl(- lit. Kiiffiriontlv
,,.1,!, ,1, will
n,n
8 p. m. Exercises of music depart- agreement with the Archaeological In- - General Ameglio had surrounded
stitute of America. Under the old defeated the Turkish garrison of the bullion and 9.S00 pounds of concen- veloped to begin sloping within 30
ment.
e
month of April
agreement the scientist asserted, the Island of Rhodes, which had surren-Palac- trates. During the
days. At the Johnson mine the full
Sunday, May 19th.
had been dered today and had been accorded 3,000 tons were milled, producing
of the Governors
width of the new shaft is in ore, which
II a. m. Baccalaureate address.
silver
and
ounces
of
gold
troy
is being transported to the Deadwood
7:30 p. m. Joint meeting of Y. W, C. placed under the control of the state military honors.
mill. Deadwood mines development
board of regents. The Historical SoA., and Y. M. C. A.
was advanced 10 feet during the week
ciety of New Mexico had been allowed
Tuesday, May 21st.
and 325 tons were mined. In the mill
8 p. m. Graduation exercises of Pre- the use of the east end of the building
22 sacks of concentrates and the regu
and no one objected to the continuparatory department.
ance of this.
lar precipitate cleanup was made.
Wednesday, May 22nd.
The clause in the bill proposing to
10 a. m. Meeting of the Board of
Especially good ore is coming from the
300 level, north. In the Socorro mines
divide the Old Palace would destroy
Regents.
approximately 5,000 tons were milled
2:o0 p. m. senior Class Day exer the Pajarifo room and the business
office of the Museum," said Dr. Hewcises.
during April. The Deep Down level
at the bottom of the winze is being
8 p. m. Alumni Night (By invitation) ett. The Pajarito room was restored
I- driven west in good ore. The Ernest-by funds furnished by Hon. Frank
Gymnasium.
.
stock
The proposed measure
ing Mining company, capital
8 p. m. Lawn Fete at McFie Hall. Springer.
M.
off the main entrance
distributed
$15,000
cut
has
also
would
$1,500,000,
just
Thursday, May 23rd.
J J
Ut
in rli vwtanrlc
in which valuable
10 a. m. Commencement Exercises. to the Museum
1
0
Mr.
at
been
installed
have
Address, by Hon. William H. Pope, paintings
expense.
DETROIT AMERICAN LEAGUE
Judge of the United States District Springer's
Twitchell Urged Harmony.
PLAYERS ON STRIKE.
Court, District of New Mexico.
of
R. E. Twitchell,
1 p. m. President's
Luncheon to
New
of
Mexico,
Historical
the
Society
the Board of Regents.
Refuse to Play Any Game After Tospoke briefly on the need of harmony
3 p. m. Alumni Business Meeting.
v- - "V
a
day Unless Cyrus Cobb is
'
jfc-inter8:30 p. m. Senior Promenade (Gym between the three institutions
Reinstated.
ested in collecting
archaeological,
nasium.)
and historical objects,
Commencement Exercises of Univer- ethnological
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
and preserving them for the use of
Detroit, Mich., May 17. A special
sity of New Mexico.
the citizens of the state. He favored
May 26, Sunday, Opera house 8 p.
from
Philadelphia says that the De
in
ni.
Baccalaureate Address, Chaplain keeping the control of the building of
American
troit
League players have
the hands of the board of regents
Bateman.
May 27, Monday, Opera
refused to play any game after today
a
state
New
Mexico
the
Museum,
house, 8:30 p. m. Musicale by the
unless Cyrus Cobb, indefinitely sus
Department of Music. May 29, Wedpended yesterday for his battle with
R.
H.
JUDGE
HANNA,
of
Classification
Specimens.
Urged
nesday, Opera house, 3 p. m. Coma
siectator at New York is reinstated.
Council.
of
Of
Court,
Supreme
State
Deputy
Supreme
Judge John R. McFie also spoke
mencement
Dr. McQueen
Address,
Gray. "The United States and Latin
America."
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EDITORIAL FLASHES.
Come, Let's Go Fishing!
friendOnce more our years-lonship for Paul A. F. Walter, editor of
the New Mexican, is put to a severe
test. What complicates the matter is
that he knew when he did it what effect it would have on us. His offense
is the writing of a column of enticing
stuff for his paper on the good trout
fishing that is to be found in the
The dope is
vicinity of Santa Fe.
enough to call a bird from the bushe3.
and to make a fisherman see speckled
scales in his sleep. To produce such
stuff when he knows that the darned
Hepburn bill is in force, that no ediand
tor can afford an automobile,
that It Is too far to walk, is a refinement of cruelty that no one but an
educated Dutchman would be guilty
of. We have reproved the gentleman
in this connection before and sincerely hope it won't be necessary to do it
again. If he does we will see If the
humane laws of this state have any
potency. Roswell Register Tribune.
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SEASON'S NEW OXFORDS
BEST

THE

SHOES

ARE

AL-

WAYS FOUND HERE.

fords display
is the pride of
our store. Such a

m

showing of LOW CUT
FOOTWEAR is not
often met with. The
beauty of outline, the
graceful STYLES, the
fine leathers and the
expert workmanship
are apparent in every
model shown.

g

ALL WRONG.

Oxfords in Button Style or Lace
Bright Black and dull finish leathers.
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Fe Citizens.

Don't mistake the cause of backache.
To be cured you must know the
cause.
It is wrong to imagine relief is
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The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa
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the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
centa. FosterfMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the Unitad
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

FOOTWEAR
AND
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REPRESENTATIVE JAMES W. CHAVES,
Secretary of Masonic Statehood Class.

the sixteenth, seventeenth and eightCoronado Council of
eenth degrees.
Kadosh No. 1, this afternoon conferred
Degree Teams are Working Hard to 'the degree from the eighteenth to and
inclusive of the thirtieth. These are
Make Ceremonies Impressive and
de- the Philosophical and Chivalric
Beautiful.
grees. The following have thus far
The degree teams having in charge enrolled in the class:
The following are taking tne de
the Masonic work at the present
Scottish Rite Reunion of the Orient grees :
David Clark Anderson, Socorro, N.
of New Mexico are working hard. It

MASONIC

WORK CONTINUED
DURING THE DAY,

j

M.

has been no small matter at sacrifice
Robert H. Boulware, Silver City, N.
of time, to prepare for this reunion,
r
m.
Cathedral
but when the Scottish Rite
Dr. Frederick Francis Doepp, Carlsis completed, the local lodges will be
in position to put on the degrees with bad, N. M.
Harry Edwards, Magdalena, N. M.
splendor. This forenoon, the Knight
Hugh- Marshall Gage, Hope, N. M.
of the East degree was conferred by
Matthew Smith Groves, Carlsbad,
Aztlan Chapter Rosa Croix No. 1, and
this afternoon the Chapter conferred N. M.
-

Llewellyn Hall, Santa Fe, N. M.
Thomas Z. Winter, Santa Fe, N. M
N. M.
James W. Xorment, Santa Fe, N. M
William Warren Nichols, Clovis, N.
William Gillespie Brown, Carlsbad
M.
Legis'ative Class.
Harris Ogden, East Las
Thomas
The class ejected State Senator Dr,
Vegas, N. M.
riarhnrn fipntrv Prude. Hone. N. M. Frederick Francis Doepp president
Robert Earl Russel. Tucumcari. N. and James W. Chaves, secretary.
"The Legis'ative Class" was chosen
tut
as the class name In honor of the
Frank Staplin, Farmington, N. M.
Charles Milton Stauffer, Santa Fe, legislators who are members of the
w JyT
CiaSS.
A picture Ul uc ineiiiiTjio "
9 o'clock tomorrow morn
George Hawley Tucker, Chloride, N. be taken at
M
ing on tne steps 01 me caimui.
Resolutions Committee.
'.Tn'nh Hllorv Canada White. Hone.i
The class appointed the following
N
f
Tnhn Albert Vounc OalluD. N .M. resolution committee to draw up suit
F. F.
Dr.
able class resolutions:
riisvoa
-"
I willnrd.
O ivmini.tnn
,t U
,1 UKbU'D.-- i.
K M
Doepp, J. W. Chaves, Charles M
inhn Weslev Camobell. Tucumcari, Stauffer. John A. Young and Harry
Edwards.
N. M.

to
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DIFFERENT.

M

'

$2.50

$2.

many handsome colorings.
in dainty, new models.

Pumps

$3.00 $3.59

$f

Slipping
or

Gaping

Robert Florence Love, Lovington,

i

Then

OXFORDS AT

No
STATE SENATOR F. F. DOEPP,
President of Masonic Class.

THAT IS CLASSY

ifrt,

.

Beautiful New Tans.

I

there are Suedes, Velvets and
Satins in Black and White, and in

x

cure.

Backache is kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
A Santa Fe resident tells you how.
1homas M. Baca, Cerrillost St..
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "My faith
Pills is Just as
in Doan's Kidney
strong today as when I publicly
recommended them in 1902. I was
caused much suffering by backaches
for three years and though I never
laid off from Work, my back was so
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble tor six months.
At that time my work brough on a
recurrence of the complaint I at
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
they gave me relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves

0

,UR Women's Ox

About
Our
OXFORDS.

Every Shoe is a Gem, and Our Expert Fitting
Service is at Your Command.
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

$ohn 9fluegeri

'See
Our
Window
Display'.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
uiaest uany in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital,
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
opeciaity ot Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
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FRIDAY, MAY 17, 1912.

The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS."

CHAS

M.

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

"

Loans money on the. most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given, by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce"
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week by carrier
.25
Daily, per month, by carrier
.75
Daily, per month, by mail
65
Daily, per year, by mail
7.00

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six ironths
Weekly, per year....
Weekly, per quarter. .

BANK

NATIONAL

$3.50
1.00

hJn trout

river has gone down considerably
Mfy 16,
from the clearest, coolest and the
fishing is fair though no big
stream
New
in
Mexico is being served .catches were made
FREIGHT RATE ON TEXAS
50
How-tyesterday.
valley Ranch. guests as a result ofiever all. fishermen obtained a goodly
COTTON ADVANCED.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
the upturns 01 tne nshmg .season. 'allowance.
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
Interstate Commerce Commission VaIt is sent to"
every postofflee in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
cates Order Recently Issued
OUite
It
Was
fnr
Senator
mept
Jlliort COUNTY JUDGE OWENS
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
Suspending Increase.
B. Fall to pronounce a panegyric
on
FINED
FOR
CONTEMPT,
Texas in his maiden speech in the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexioan)
United States Senate, but, it will hard He
Washington, D. C, May 17. The InIgnored
Court
Superior
Injunction
ly arouse as much enthusiasm in cer
terstate Commerce Commission today
and Helped
OFFICERS.
tain parts of New Mexico as it will in
to railroads operating in the
Faction at Chicago.
granted
R.
J.
PALEN,
President.
Texas.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
WHY NOT A BUSINESSMAN'S
"THE TIRED BUSINESS MAN."
southwest, permission to advance apL.
A.
F. McKANE,
HUGHES,
BANQUET.
ten cents a hundred
(By Specl.nl leased Wire to New Mexlcunj proximately
Assistant Cashier.
It might be interesting to know who SECOND BALLOT FOR
It is difficult to get businessmen invented
111., May 17.
their
pounds
Chicago,
transportation
County
charges
the phrase "the tired hiiRl.
Judge
ELECTION
OF BISHOPS, John E. Owens was fined
out to public meetings.
The Albu- - ness man," which is
$500 today on cotton and cotton linters from
employed chiefly
......
by Superior Court Judge M. F. McKin-le- Texas points to New Orleans.
Orders
iJirtuitu uihi
connection with the theater
ON
The Methodists Will Retain Amusement
for contempt of court in
cently, when a great reception to dis- - business man, according to theater
violating previously issued by the commission
Clause if Majority Report is
the superior court injunction in re- suspending the advance were vacated
tinguished visitors was announced at managers, is too tired to sit through a
Accepted.
the Commercial Club, only three Al-- ! serious or profound play, and so it is
straining the county judge from inter- The new rates become effective June
buquerqueans turned out; that when a custom to stage musical comedies (Bv Special Teased wire to New Mexican) fering with the Cook county Demo 1st.
cratic county convention on April 15.
nine automobile loads of prominent and farces.
Minneapolis, Minn., May 17. No
Chief of Police McWeeny, Assistant ARMOUR COMPANY CHARGED
m
Now a news item has
Roswe!l citizens, the governor and
appeared in a election resulted from second ballot of Chief
WITH LAW VIOLATION
Sheriff
Zim-- j
Michael
Schuettler,
other distinguished guests were to be morning journal, in which it is
the general conference of the Metho- mer and
Election Commissioner Czar-- i
only a handful of Duke."1 that a statement made "may mean dist Episcopal church on bishops, the necki
each were fined the samp !Py sPeciaI leased wire to New Mexican)
City people were on deck.
If the llttIe t0 tne tired business man. result of which was announced today, amount.
Bulletin, Chicago, May 17. Armour
truth were told of affairs of that kind1 " mcn- - we tmnK. is carrying an ab-jG. Downey, of New York, was first
anci Company was indicted by the fed- Several
before
days
the
Democratic
a
too
in other places of the size of
ida
far.
d
sfep
with 383; W. O. Shepard, of Chicago.
todav charged with
convention,
grand
Judge Owens directed
t matter or tact, there are few if second with 378, and M S
.
querque, Roswcll an I Santa Fe. it
Hushes of tnat Commissioner
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
Czarnecki, the Re- - cnmmal violation of the meat
would probably appear that the men any urea Dus"ness men. The real busi- - Pasadena, California, third with 369.
member of the election com-- ! tion laws in alleged interstate shipwho do attend, have to be coaxed. ness man loves ms work. and it is: Necessary to elect 527.
mission, organize the convention and ment of meats without inspection by
tneretore, not wear.viner. Hp is nnt a
wheedled and draeeed to the affair.
Numerous candidates who received call the roll' of
delegates. Superior government agents. The indictment
and
his
-tired condition is complimentary votes
This is not lack of public spirit weakling,
yesterday were Judge McKinley. on the netitinn nf was returned before United States
manufactured by not mentioned today and
but nowadays, the average business- - chiefly a fiction
the list of County Chairman McGillen. issnpd an ulstrlct Judge Landis.
It is 244 was shortened to 136 on
man is so taken up with his own in- others for their own purposes.
J ne
the second injunction restraining interference by
lnaictment charges that packing
MOULTON-ESP- E
seldom
the
that
business
man
defends
dividual interests, that he is willing
oauot.
firm made a shipment of forty calves
ine third ballot was taken the county judge or his aides hut
or
excuses
himself
on
the
grounfl that this afternoon and the result
to let some one else attend to the
Soutn
ito
probably Judge Owens ignored the injunction
Bend, Indiana, without the
he is tired.
public duties that businessmen espeGENERAL AGENTS,
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M.
It is, instead, the man whoinows win he announced tonight. The great ana at his orders the doors of thp.mt"at "eing inspected and stamped by
est
the
cially should regard as their solemn
among
gains
of
were
inthe
armory
eight
insPetrs
bureau
of
highest
battered
animal
down
and those
at all about business who ad- nen voted on
nothing
a'- strv. under the federal
and yesterday aelegates allied with the Hearst-Har- obligation for the advancement of the mits that he is tired.
laws, held it
The Weary Willie were made by Dr.today
community.
an vasiuu oi me usual process reShephard who add- rison faction entered.
of the' funnysides is the
accountry's
ed
votes.
seventy
Seven
are
In many places, a banquet at cer- cepted ideal of weariness. The
bishops
quired by the meat shipment regulaaverage
tions. The indictment contains four
ROOSEVELT IS THE
tain intervals has been hit upon to business man is a sort of modern At- yet to be elected.
At the business session a majority
nenaltv fnr
ONLY SIMON PURE counts. The maximum
get the businessmen together, and las, who can bear the weight of the
favoring the retention of paraviolations as are charged is im- AND
last week at Tucumcari, only half as world on his back, and come up smi- report 260
jsuch
which prohibits dancing and Colonel
graph
1,1
or a line 01
tars
t"u
Says "Our" Opponents
large as Santa Fe, 154 businessmen lingwhich is going Atlas one better. kindred
amusements was reported and
Not Real Republicans
sa down to a Booster's banquet.
j.u,vu or uom.
Most fictions are harmless. But it also a minority
report which advocat
There seems to be something about ought to be no more than common
at
All.
the
elimination of the paragraph.
jus ed
ESCAPED WYOMING CONVICT
a wellset table that induces a closer tice to a
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Now Under the Same
and industrious j leaving the amusement
to the (By Special Lasei1 Wire to New
IS RECAPTURED.
Managemen
At Silver City too, last branch of society to find some other "conscience'' of the question
fellowship.
Mexican)
individuals. A
Portsmouth,
excuse
17.
Chamber
Ohio,
the
of Commerce held
for puerile entertainment and vote probably will not be taken for
week,
"Our
May
The only GOOD HOTELS in the
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
opponents are not the real Republi- (By Special
a banquet and smoker and Mayor for other uninteresting things than the several days.
Cheyenne,
17.
Wyo.,
May
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Myron
Percy Wilson presided over an en- iamiaar one that they are demanded
Dr. A. B. Leonard, of New York, sec- cans, we are." said Colonel
one of the convicts who estoday in his speech at Po.n.nouth to Bosworth,
thusiastic aggregation which includ-- by "the tired business man."
retary of the board of foreign mis- civil
caped from the state penitentiary last Large Sample Rooms.
war
veterans.
ed every person worth while in Silver
THOS. DORAN.
sions, declining
was plppt.
"We Progressives, of whom our on. week, has been captured by Frank
City. There is something insuirlnel
'ed
.,
honorary
secretary
sppuamt wnoTuu
L,,.
Dixon, a ranchman living close to the
ponents speak as if we were not the state
in businessman thus
line near Baggs, Wyoming. Jesus
fcWJ,.....
Q.V.Q tnirptriar'
The reasoning that insists that
and Santa Fe might try the plan. If
regular
are
Republicans,
the men who Conzales who escaped at the same
STANDARD STOCKS
aie now true to the principals of Ab- time has not been
it is not overdone, if tact is used, if county school superintendents should
RECOVER FROM REACTION. raham
recaptured.
men who never speak, are not called have less salary than most of the oth
Lincoln," he said
You have some one dependent on
can De
are
men
only Brookivn Rani4
the'
upon to respond to toasts or to do 1 1
.Wc
who
you, haven't you ? Protect
have
tho POSTS WHICH ARE
.
ts
T,a
v.. me mco LiitiL i.ne mm in sennn e
makln
other stunts that are not in their line, are
to
them your beneficiary.
appeal
you
plS?'FbryTi?nnRrinfn,d
veterans
GainsTo
as
our
TO
BE
ABANDONED
a secondary matter in public afalso
if men who like to talk do not
We
spiritual
fathers;
are
heirs.
your
D.
Washington,
A salary of $2,000 a year in
C, May 17 Secre
' We 8re
make their perorations too long wind- iairs.
trying to carry through your tary of War Stimson has sent to Confirst class counties for the county su- (Bv Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
GENERAL AGENTS
TheFe
ed, if intoxicaats are not served, a
HALL & HALL ' SANTA FE. N M.
a man wl)0 gress a list of twenty-fiv- e
New York, May 17 Decided recov- army posts
perintendent of schools is not any
, lne Dever was
businessmen's banquet in Santa Fe too
"ublea
more
from
People
wnicn
a
he
to
ery
implicitly
proposes
of
abandon.
trend
the
reactionary
much, considering that it includes
They
tnan Abraham Lincoln. There never include Forts Clark
might start something that the city
and Mcintosh,
Havens anu mciaental .. expenses. first hour was shown bv the stork
a
man
wnos
greatly needs a getting together of There
trust
with
was
so justi- Texas, and Apache and Whipple Bar
the approach of noon to- - Tas
should be certain qualifications market
its business interests.
A J. BII.ICKB
tor the office, and there should be a day. Lehigh Valley rose 2 points, with fle,d'
racks, Ariz.
JNO. S. MlTCHKI.l.
"MrTaft lws tried the dangerous
proviso for all of the offices with suf- one point advances for Union Pacific,
LOS ANGELES
CHILD LABOR.
ficient salary attached, that the off- United States Steel, and American exPeriment of improving on the words TWO FRIDAY NIGHT
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
In fighting the uniform child labor icials must give all their time to the Can. Early weakness in Wabash is- - ot L'ncoln. Lincoln said that this is
FIRES NEAR CLOVIS
law which has been passed by the leg- duties of their office and should hold sues were partly explained by poor t0 be a 'government of the
,
RATES $1.C0 and $1.50 per day.
the same reason applying to for the people, and by the people.' Mr.
islative House of New Mexico, one no other office or position. A compeThe home of J. L. Wilson livlne four
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
hears the "poor widow and her or- tent man who gives his time and ener- St. Paul, which has also been affected Taft has said that is to be a 'govern-b- mnes trom Clovis, Curry county, was
the recent decline in Chicago & mnt of the people, by a
phans" plea, as if the bill would leg- gies to the public schools of his coundestroyed by fire. Three years am
An advance in copper tive part of the
Mr. Wilson lost
islate out of work the support of those ty will be kept busy and on the go all
people.'"
everything throuch
who have been left husbandless or of the time. He will have to travel metai to tne nigtiest price of the pres- a fire caused by a stroke of
.
lightnine.
fatherless. The census of 1910, has considerably, he will have to be in ent movement was neutralized by a LA FOLLETTE WILL
The barn of W. H. Bowen, near Clovis,
gone into this subject to learn just attendance at normal institutes and decline in exports of the metal fromi '
ASK ROOSEVELT QUESTION ana nve neaa 01 mules were destroyed
what percentage of child laborers are county superintendents' conventions, this port. Texas Company was up five
...
Dy an incendiary fire.
Teally orphans or the support of wid he will keep in touch with educational ooints.
Who Contributed $100,000
10
Kusn
owea mothers. In Chicago and New methods and progress, he can do more
Bonds.
SEVEN DARROW JURORS CHOSEN
Colonel's Candidacy for
York it has been shown that child for the public schools than any other
Bonds were easy. The market
President.
labor that is fatherless is in the very official or individual.
slightly from its best in the second
Surely, for
WHEN VOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
(Continued from page one.)
small minority, but that in the ma such work and incidental expense, hour of the afternoon except for By Special Leased Wire to
New Mexican)
SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE
a
year ts a very modest com Brooklyn Rapid Transit, which added' Chicago May 17. May 17 Senator uy ieaaers or tne I. W. w. and the
juiuy 01 cases, tne cnild labor is t.uuo
OF
YOUR
caused by the rapacity, especially of pensation.
to its previous rise.
BUSINESS,
REJHfiMBER A RUBBER STAMP
LaFolIette, who passed through Chi- - militant direct action branch of the
foreign parents, who thus seek to ac
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
The market closed steadr. The ca6 today enroute to take
in bocialists to create a national senti.
BUSY
cumulate a competency in a few years
THE PEOPLE RULE.
ment which would compel San Diego
standard stocks headed some more tfle primary campaign In Ohiopart
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS
is de-iwhich will enable them to return to
MORE
NOW
to
the
dullness
of
clared
the
to
last hour, while
respect constitutional rights and
The people have always ruled in
have told his friends that
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
their foreign home and there to live
the
"lawless vigilantes."
SAVE
he
suppress
Brooklyn
Transit
went
TIME.
Rapid
would
this
seek
higher,
country,
says
Leslie's
enlightenment regard
at ease the remainder of their days
today, and Texas
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
Will Return to San Dieao.
Company extended its sain to ing the source of funds being used bv
if we can be delivered from
demagogy, seven
while the children stunted by their
Miss
Goldman
and
also
Pacific
the
declared
Texas
points
rose
was
she
will
continue to rule. By the
presidential candidates. Senator
early toil, remain in this country, a they
going back to San Diego after a trip
La Follette, it is
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STRICTLY NEW

Senator Isaac Barth has returned from Clovis.
State Senator J. T. Maury has returned from Clovis.
W. D. Shea has returned from
a
trip to the San Luis valley.
Penitentiary Warden J, B. McManus
has returned from Clovis.
A. Garcia returned to his home ;n
Clayton yesterday afternoon.
M. F. Gallegos returned to his home
in Clayton yesterday afternoon.
Paul Teutsch of Albuquerque
is
here for the Masonic gathering.
E. F. Gallegos of Gallegos. Vnion
county, returned to his home last eve-- 1
ning.
Captain J. Smith Lea of Roswell,
arrived yesterday to attend the Scot
tish Rite reunion.
H. L. Bickley, the attorney of Raton,
was in the city yesterday, returning
to his home last evening.
Mrs. C. B. Seaman made .1 business
trip to Santa Fe the fore part of this
week. Moriarty Messenger.
A. A.!
Former Land Commissioner
Keen of Albuquerque is in the capital
for the Scottish Rite reunion.
W. S. Arnold, a ranchman of the up-per Pecos, is a visitor in Santa Fe
and a guest at the Coronado.
J. D. Hand of Los Alamos, Sari
Miguel county, was in Santa Fe today
on his way home from Clovis.
O. A. Larrazolo, the attorney, and
Mrs. Larrazolo, returned to their home
in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon.
J. J. Brinkerhoff, an insurance man
in
of New York City, is a visitor
Santa Fe and a guest at the Palace.
Attorney G. W. Prichard has returned from Carrrzozo, where he attended
court, and is registered at the Palace.
Mrs. Mary Dolan left today for
Santa Fe to attend to business in the
federal land office. Albuquerque Herald.
A. L. Kendall, justice of the peace
at Cerril'os, arrived in the city yesterday afternoon and is at the Coronado.
E. A. Vaughey, an insurance man of
Albuquerque, arrived in the city yesterday afternoon and is registered at
the Palace.
C. B. Kohlhausen, a businessman of
Baton, arrived in the city yesterday
afternoon and returned to his home
last evening.
Mrs. O. E. Schofield left the city
last evening for Illinois to visit relatives and friends. She will be gone
two months.
G. Moore, member of the state board
of pharmacy, returned to his home in
Roswell after attending sessions of
the board here.
Gregory Page, state senator from
McKinley county, arrived in Albuquerque last night from Santa Fe. Albuquerque Herald.
H. J. McGrath, sheriff of Grant county, arrived in the city from his home
in Silver City last evening and is
stopping at the Palace.
W. E. Nutting, the druggist of Raton, and member of the state board
of pharmacy, returned to his home
in Raton last evening.
Julius Meyer, sheriff of Torrance
county, arrived in the city from his
home in Estancia last evening and is
a guest at the Coronado.
A. C. Ringland, district forester with
headquarters in Albuquerque, arrived
in the Capital last evening ana is
stopping at the Montezuma.
Theodore Espe, who is connected
with the United States land office in
Santa Fe, came in from the Capital
City today. Ias Vegas Optic.
R. H. Beddow, an assistant county
officer of McKinley county, arrived in
the city from his home in Gallup last
evening and is at the Montezuma.
of the
Avery Turner,
A., T. & S. F. lines at Amarillo, Texas,
is in the city to attend a legislative
hearing. He is a guest at the Palace.
A. T. Joseph and Mrs. Joseph, are in
the city enroute for their home at
1
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Your Complexion by Carrying a NOBBY SILK
We have the kind you will be pleased to carry.

SEUBMAN BROS. COMPANY,
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Phone 36.

O. Box, 219.

Glorieta Battle Field
FOR SALE

.'

60 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

O. C. WATSON & CO!
SURETY

INSURANCE,
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Phone, Red 189.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
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JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.

When Your GlassesBreak
SEND THEM TO

W.

TAUPERT, MFC. OPTICIAN,
Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.
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Low & High Top Shoes
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Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
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KAUNE

204 W. Palace Ave

AND VOIR BREAD TROUBLES
ARE OVER.

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat means poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::
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Pole and Tie Company, arrived in the degree of M. E. ; while the
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Chaves' parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. P.
Smith of 715 N. Penn. Mr. Chaves is
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
Liquidating Sales Still in Progress
a member of the State Legislature
and Quotations Further Suffered
Roswell Daily Record.
Decline,
C. J. Pratt, with
headquarters in (By opeciai leased wire to New Mexican)
Denver, who has been in Las Vegas
Chicago, May 17. There was plenty
the past week, will leave tomorrow for
Santa Fe and Albuquerque. Mr. Pratt ot activity and excitement in the
will make the trip overland on his wheat pit today but fluctuations tend
motor cycle, provided the roads are ed to keep within moderate bounds.
doz.
75c
Many Fine Varieties 50c
in good condition. Las Vegas Ontic. Liquidating sales were still in pro- a
iursuueieu
nH
Mrs. JamPS V Hlntl
6
Pansy. Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan- decline. The opening ranged
Lillian, have returned from Santa ""',ther
Fe from
themums, and other hardy perennials.
lower to
higher. July
where they have been visiting with
to
at
started
ius
io, the same
Senator Hinkle for several
C.
weeks.
Mrs. D. W. Roberts, of Oscuro, N. M., change from last night as the market
415 Palace Avenue,
taken altogether. After a number of
::::
Phone. Black 204.
a niece of Mrs. Hinkle,
accompanied
within those limits, a
her home, and will visit here this rapidto swings
107
fall
ensued but was followed
week. Roswell Daily News.
a rally to 108
by
A merry motor car party set out
Corn.
from Santa Fe las', eva'iing ior Trini-!d- ,
Bull leaders in control in May corn
ft
. Colorado, where t.iey w.ll snend lifted the price 1
to 2c and thus af-me week end. Among the party forded
for
distant
futures,
support
were J. Boyd McCormick, A. C. Mc- - This maneuver, however, did not pre
Altonso
A.
W
a
vent
on account of
Aiiister,
Dockweiler,
sharp
Williams, R. G. Cobbett, Paul Doran, step-los- s
of
selling. July corn opened a
is
Douglas Walker drove the car.
shade lower to
higher at
v
vou
to 75
and
J. Wight Giddings, former lieuten- 74
dropped to 74
::
!
74
to
recovered
ant governor of Michigan, now promiOats.
nent in newspaper work in New MexSan Francisco
Commission houses executed liberal
ico, arrived in Albuquerque last
Reliable Jeweler
Street
from Santa- Fe and left this morn
for
ing
Socorro, where he will deliver
the commencement address at the
New Mexico School of Mines. Albu
querque Herald.

Short Orders run Day & Night.
Funwhoi rooms
222

j0 connection.!

Sat Francisco Street ;

;:

Rot

& Cold

Regular Meals 25c
Aaths.

i

Electric Lights

LU?E HERREXA,

Prop

complete stock

4

and see our

trimmed

large display

hats, patterns, shapes, etc

Anti-Saloo- n

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT

-2

10.-4- 2

Ppf-cia-!

1

-

sa-.-

i

-

;

Pope Motor Cycle

,

i

1

1

"G-2.- "

Bird's Eye Maple Furniture!
COMPLETE SETS,
Such as
have never seen the city.
ing quite dainty as this furniture.

rr,

Very Low Prices on NOW
FURNITURE

THE

l,

re-h-

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

j

j

l,

u
u

" Insuring Today Avoids

i

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

gretting

Z

Re-

w."

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

i

Narcissus, Daffodils m Tulips
and

-

Hoi,(,

per

PI ANT J

c

JAMES

4

McCONVERY,

8

I

4

i

set-bac- k

.

uraauation
presents
that
the most
store
full
can lind ana

The

8

8

at

useful gifts
reasonaoie prices.

2

H C. VONTZ.

eve-run- g

t

Stamped Linens,

TAFT IN FIGHT TO ITS FINISH.

Doilies, Center Pieces,

From

Towels, Dresses,

(Continued

Page One.)

concede that he would ever withdraw
for his predecessor.
Bossism Not the issue.
Lorain, Ohio, May 17. "Roosevelt
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, says the real issue of the campaign is
bossism, but he is mistaken," declared
Grapes, Oranges,
lait at L,oram. "jjuring the seven
years he was in office did you hear of
Theodore dying his hands with the
blood of the bosses? Did you hear of
VEGETABLES
FRESH
DULY. the Colonel going out with his ele
phant gun and: shooting any bosses?
Bossism is a false
No, you did not!
issue and a sham." The president defended the
tariff bill,
H.
KAUNE
GO. upheld his administration and denounced Jhe recall and third term.

S.

I

INSURANCE

z

Grape Fruit, Apples.

Coronado Restaurant

carry the most

Payne-Aldric-

h

Trust Supporting

.Colonel.

I7ln

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Scarfs and Sets.
M

.

LCI

A

Southeast of Plaza.

KfSf

W C3 1

WHOLESALE

Ht

I

MIL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

IT,

&!

V

WM

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

S. C. Buff Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.

$1.50

13 Eggs

C1IAS. A. WHEELON,

Bellvue, Ohio, May
a speech
here today President Taft said that rhone Red 204.

J

1

5

Palace Ave.

!

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle HorsesCORRICK'S

HACK LINE

:::

Phon

THEODORE CORRICK,

Black 132..

-

Prop'rJ
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PRELIMINARY WORK FOR
GREAT PRIZE FIGHT.

What's The Matter
With Your Baby?

4

oi. Louis Rocky lift.

M.

A WOMAN'S GOOD LOOKS

Depend on her general health and freedom from pain. Many a woman looks old
before her time because of those irregularities which are essentially feminine.
Starting from early womanhood, she suffers from frequently recurring derangements
that upset her womanly health. If she be beautiful she grows into that mellow
age without wrinkles and crowfeet about the eyes or the blue circles underneath.
It is invariably the rule that such women suffer little, or not at all, from womanly
e
derangements which sap the health and leave in the face the
story of pain
and suffering. Dr.R.V. Pierce.the famous specialist in the diseases of women,
found
a prescription in his early practice that soothed the organism peculiar to womanhoodoiled the machinery, as it were, of the human system and helped the woman
to pass those painful periods that
d
and aged her face. This remedy became
n
ine
jjr. lerce's favorite Prescription, that has
benefited thousands of women and saved them from misery
and suffering at different periods in life.
Mrs. HarkelyE. Pierce, of 244 Briuht Street, Samia. Out., writes;
I am now a well

at

Quarters Established
Beautiful Montezuma Hotel
Grounds.

Training

Everything pertaining to the championship match between Jim Flynn
The young mother and many an of Mrs. S. S. Slaughter, 1325 Spruce and Jack Johnson is now settled. The
old one, too is often puzzled to know St., Pueblo, Colo., and Mrs. Ida A. date will be July 4th, and the match
the cause of her child's ill nature. The Brinker, 755 So. Grant St., Denver, will take place at Las Vegas, New
loudness of its crying does not neces- Colo, the only laxative given is Dr. Mexico.
Since last December,
when Jack
sarily indicate the seriousness of its Caldwell's Syrup-PepsiIt has been
trouble.
It may have nothing more found to answer most perfectly all Curley first went hunting for a suitwoman after suffering for three years and doctoring;
the matter with it than a headache or the purposes of a laxative, and its able spot in which to stage this conwith several different doctors, each
one saying it was something differand
the
last
one,
ent,
all
of
after putting me throus-sorts
a
been
have
test,
a feeling of general dullness.
canexamination,
predictions
It
very mildness nd freedom from gripsaid 1 was suirenng from a growth, which, in thorough
timo, would result in
made
was
that
it
and
purely
simply
cancer, and said I would not live more than two years if not opernot, of course, describe its feeling, but ing recommend it especially for the
ated upon r.ijhtaway. I became hopelessly discouraged but would not
as a preliminary measure you are safe use of children, women, and old folks an advertising scheme, and that not
consent to the operation as I wa3 too weak and too much afraid, but at
even Curley, Flynn or Johnson were
last, through the advice of a friend, I tried Dr. Pierce s
in trying a mild laxative.
and
generally people who need a gentle considering the match
after using two bottles of the Favorite Proscription medicines,
I immediately
seriously.
I also used two boxes of
change.
Nine times out of ten, you will find bowel stimulant. Thousands of Ameri?'t.'
and
'Healing
Suppositories'
But Curley went right along, seemeight boxes of Lotion Tablets,' nnd can safely praise the name of Dr.
it is all the child needs, for its rest- ican families have been enthusiastic
Pierce s medicines to all who suffer from any female disease, for these
ingly indifferent to the adverse critimedicines are all th.jy are claimed to be, and I hope will
lessness and peevishness are perhaps about it lor more than a quarter of a cism and the
help others as
Mas. Pierce.
they have helped me."
general belief of insindue to obstruction of the bowels, and century.
cerity, and finally announced on the
once that has been remedied the headAnyone wishing to make a trial of day of the posting of the forfeits on
ache, the sluggishness and the many this remedy before buying it in the February 18th, in Chicago, that he
other evidences of constipation and regular way of a druggist at fifty had at least four spots under considindigestion will quickly disappear.
cents or one dollar a large bottle sent eration where the bout could be held
Don't give the little one salts, ca- to the homo free .of charge by simply without interference, and where local
thartic pills or nasty waters, for these addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405 public sentiment was strongly for the
will act as purgatives, and they are Washington St., Monticello, 111. Your match.
(From the Daily New Mexican of Tuesday Evening, May 17, 1887.)
too strong for a child. In the families name and address on a postal will do.
Wendover, Nevada, was one town;
If the Republican party will begin
The D. & R. G. will in the next ten
El Paso, Texas, in behalf of Juarez.
was another spot; Ely, Nevada, also tnis summer to prepare for the
days designate its line to Santa Fe as
the match, and Las Vegas. test next fal1 and for the presidential its main line from Denver and will
New Mexico, was always the most fav- - contest of the year following, it will shorten the time to 22 hours for the
orable under consideration, so far as be triumphant in both.
trip. The D. & R. G. has gained
General B. H. Grierson, commander control of the T., S. F. e N., and today
Fromoter Curley was concerned.
The next step was Flynn's cancella-- ' of the military district of New Mexico, began running solid vestibule trains
tion of all his theatrical contracts, his has returned to his post after a three into Santa Fe from Denver.
It feels good to be on a main line
conquering tour enroute to Las Ve-- weeks' triP to Los Angeles to confer
Nelson A. and on the terminus of a main line
gas, finally his arrival into the New with Brigadier General
them into a religious order
The Sisters of Loretto.
He can- Mexico city, received there by the Miles' department commander,
at that.
Editor of the New Mexican.
Editorial.
George W. Morse of Boston, who
didly stated to them that they would bands and the entire public with open
Your kind and generous article on meet with many difficulties and hard- arms, and finally his establishing train-- ! represents a majority of the eastern
Keifer thinks Ohio safe
in the San Pedro & either for Blaine or Sherman. In this
"The Order of Loretto" was highly ships. Like docile children, they list- ing quarters at the beautiful Monte- stockholders
zuma
Canon
del
and
which
mines, estimate Mr. Keifer is probably right.
Agua grants
grounds,
ened with reverent attention, but so
comprise 1600
appreciated; and now I ask your per- far from
The Democrats of Ohio signed away
being discouraged, they beg- acres of ground, situated nearly 8000 was introduced around the city
mission to give your readers a brief
above sea level, just the spot for day by Hon. W. T. Thornton.
Mr. their chance of success when they elhistorical sketch of the origin, the la- ged most earnestly to be allowed to a man to reach the most
perfect state Morse is now en route east after a ected Payne a Senator. Such things
bors and the present condition of said begin at once. Father Nerinckx imme- of
He seems to as that can not be done more than
condition, all of which will greatly visit to his property.
of
acquainted
diately
Bishop
Flaget
order.
the proposal, and the zealous prelate add to his already large superfluous feel that an active era of prosperity once in a generation. The retirement
The history of the religious orders
is in store and near at hand for that of such men as Thurman and Pendlegave his full approbation to the work. stock of extreme confidence.
of the Catholic church will be searchJack Curley, jointly with Charles portion of Santa Fe county.
ton, who it is true, were denounced
was
then
of
the
the
Here,
beginning
ed in vain for one whose birth was
O'Malley and some of the leading busi- John Wright of Havana, Kansas,
as bosses and leaders of a gang, and
was
to
order
that
a
become
such
surrounded by more seeming impossimen of Las Vegas, has estab- - day leased the Hersch block on lower the elevation by the mere force of
to
cause
the
of
education.
bilities than that of the Order of Lo- blessing
lished office headquarters in the city San Francisco street to open a drug money of mere puppets, turned the
retto but impossibilities are unknown Lack of space compels me to pass over proper, and by June 1st, Jack Johnson store.
best men in the Democratic party
to the Almighty Cod at whose com- the early struggles of the order, and will be on the scene,
Governor Ross has signed and
entering his
that party. Democrats elseagainst
to
hasten
time
when
the
the
great
mand the entire universe, visible, and
camp, which will make the warded to Silver City the death war where perceive the justice of this verto
head
the
Archbishop
Lamy
applied
invisible, sprang into existence, and
setting complete for one of the great- rant of P. J. O'Donnell who is sen- dict and rather rejoice over it. Party
His servants, who are chosen by Him of the order for Sisters to come to est athletic contests in the history of tenced to
New
hang there on Friday next. leaders who sacrifice their best men in
childto
teach
the poor
Mexico,
for the accomplishment of His sublime
fistiana.
The death warrant of Thomassen was response to an artificial popular clamor
ren
His
was
here.
request
speedily
are
works,
always endowed with the
to advance their own private interests,
Already there is promise of another forwarded last week to Socorro.
in n id thorn in fhttlr granted, and what follows is taken
TIAPPCQarv
of sport celebrities, such as
The Ladies' Singing Society will deserve to be beaten.
Ohio is safe
'retto-Annatgathering
of
the
Century,'
several missions.
He who "tempers vom,
congregated at Reno, Nevada, and un- - meet tomorrow at Mrs. F. W. Clancy's. for the Republicans at the next
the wind to the shorn lamb," also by Anna C. Minogue.
,1
r,
lCC flUrt VQOra ef
.in no, CLUU
UV- fishing up the Rio Santa Fe is tion despite all of the patronage Gro-firittSl 1:..
"From among the number Offer!
jit. v, lureuroo
mercifully lightens the crosses He
ver Cleveland can dish out.
class this spring.
ii'B nas pin joiuisun into ine same
six
chosen:
were
themselves,
ing
His
chosen
lays upon
ones, so that
condition that Jeffries was in two
Mother
Matilda
CatherMills, Sisters
they may not only endure them, but
years ago, the populace . will witness
mav enin rniirai?o nnH ctrerip-tfvnm ine Maloney. Macdalene Havden. Ro t has dried, a second coat must be
POINTERS FOR MOTORIST
greatest contest of the age.
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v. '
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Contrary to the general public be REPAIRING CUTS IN ENVELOPES. plied and while the cement is still
first female American order) was in ta Brown. On July 10, 1832, they were lief that Jim
Flynn is too small for
"tacky" a sufficient quantity of Mastic
Kentucky, which then and since, has met at St. Louis, by the Archbishop, Johnson, a
Just now when roads are being re- should be forced into the cut until it
at the
and
squint
and
Louis
St.
for
left
been known by the gruesome name of
Independence, measurements of the twoheights
men will paired motorists frequently have to is completely filled. A little excess
"the dark and bloody ground," from Missouri, by the steamer Kansas. Sev- to the mistaken belief. Flynn drive over stretches of crushed stone. Mastic is best as it contracts some- the awful battles among the savages eral cases of cholera had been among testify
weighs, stripped and already in
. i
fbomcalvac nrA
"
mola the mssPTiirpro And siv dflvs mit frnm today
to suffer!
"
214 pounds. His and tire treads are likely
mo. condition,
the superior of; the heroic ,
their last stand against the advance: tfrom many small cuts unless great uie cut are now neia oown a lew
'
little band, Mother Mills, was attacked him
of American civilization.
"f"1 t0 care is taken to drive slowly or ments while the Mastic sets, the rea rangy, clever man
is complete. The tire should not
To add to the confusion of the year by the dread disease and twelve hours 3S Johnson is, on account of his pecu- - "coast" over the repaired parts of the pair
be used, however, for five or six hours,
later she yielded her soul to her Mali llOl- - otl'lA nf in.fil.kUnn
road.
These
unless
cuts,
1
properly so that the Mastic
that marked the origin of the Order of er. Soon
u fiuh, r.
may harden propafter, Sister Monica Bailey 1 1
cared for, will prove injurious.
Ixiretto, on June IS, 1S12, war was de was stricken with the disease
" ii&ci man iiuni vwiy
view
uoini
erly.
j
,
...
i
ri 1 t,ii n.y.i.m
clared against England, and the heroic
uuuci the
uiaii me once iamous ., nnn I. sn ivan
when, the steamer landed at Todd's was when he was
on top of the heap thread, raising blisters and separating
Kentuckians, hastened to take their warehouse near
Ascension
was
MisDay. Yesterday
Independence,
and no one ever accused Sullivan of ,tne rubber from the carcass of the tire Ascension
part in "the second war of independand it was observed at
from all appearance, she was
Day
souri,
j while moisture will attack and rot the
too small for anybody.
ence." Here then, was the domain in
the Cathedral and In the other
to join her superior in being
which said order came into existence. hastening
Jim Flynn, the Pueblo fireman, is fabric' 0nce the fabric is affectd' Catholic churches.
On the following
death.
morning,
e
disintegra-readinthe
And as God "always raises great men
Micn,in
saySl
expert,
Mills was borne to her last working earnestly. He is not even tion follows
for great occasions," the founder of Mother
rapidly. The best protec
the criticisms, nrn nr
Fearful for their lives,
place.
resting
tne
and timeIy use of
tion
the order appeared in the person of
proper
,is
the
simply
leading
and
simple life,
took Sisters Catherine,
Mastic,
the Rev. Charles Nerinckx. who was the Bishop Roberta
the
of
arrival
Tommy Ryan
to the town, leav- awaiting
and
born October 2, 1761, at Heffelingen,
upon discovery cuts
Immediately
to care for the his chief trainer, and beaming with
in Belgium.
After he had been or ing Sister Magdelene
should be cleaned to their full depth
confidence that on July 4th, 1912,
DISCHARGES
On
Monica.
Sister
dained a priest, he underwent the apparently dying
wnite man will once more wear the with gasoline, the edges being kept
RELIEVED IN
of
the
the
following
Monday,
night
most cruel persecution under the barpugilistic apart by a match. All dirt or other
was also stricken, heavyweight championship
Sister
Magdalene
barous agents of the French governHOURS!
foreign matter should be removed
and the poor Bishop found himself crown,
ment during the awful "reign of terwith a stiff brush or splinter of wood
Each Cap- - ""V.
two dying nuns on his hands;
with
ror." But with the aid of God (who
mile bears MIDY)
covered with waste. After "the gasotwo Sisters survived, although
the nameWV
had reserved him for a mighty work) but the
line
cut
is
has
and
the
evaporated
not
proceed any
Beware of counterfeits
he reached Baltimore, where he, with Sister Monica could
should
be
its
interior
clean,
absolutely
sorrowALL DBUUG1ST8
a number of other exiles, was received further." In the midst of these
coated with liquid cement. After this
Palace.
ful conditions, "the caravan started
with open arms by the holy and paG.
W. Prichard, City.
from Independence on August 1 ; but
triotic Bishop Carroll.
W, R. Brown, El Paso.
on their first night out a storm broke
After spending some time in George- - upon them with
H. J. McGrath, Silver City.
great fury, and it
town college, studying the English lan- Richard Warren, El Paso.
a)peaI.e(j to the frightened Sisters, as
E. A. Vaughey, Albuquerque.
for the i tnpy ha(J esca)1d tne cholera but to
guage to prepare himself
American mission, he finally reached faU victims to the elements.
J. J. Brinkerhoff, New York City.
tne neia tor wnicn God had destined
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque.
But greater terrors were in store for
The increase of
him, in Kentucky.
Paul Teutsch, Albuquerque.
them. On September 7, they arrived
Catholics there made Father Nerinckx
J. J. Burke, Lamar, Colo.
at
which
near
Fort
the
Atkinson,
poor
realize more and more the necessity
Charles S. Craig, Denver.
Sisters had the terrifying experience
of
their children with of
A.
B. McGaffey, Albuquerque.
providing
finding themselves surrounded by
schools, without which the churches
Montezuma.
but
indisthe
latter
seemed
Indians;
he had built would be void of worshipE. S. Waddles, St. Joseph.
to attack the little band of
posed
ers, so soon as emigration ceased. SevDaisy Schafranka, Albuquerque.
to baperal years of prayer, by the good whites, the Bishop being able
J. S. Lea, Roswell.
tize the child of a captive Mexican
at
were
and
G. T. Ripley, Denver.
Father,
length answered,
the original member of the order ap- woman; but placing no trust in their
R. H. Beddow, Gallup.
next
the
made
his
attitude,
Bishop
L. T. Cowan, New York City.
peared in the person of Miss Mary march at
A few days thereafnight.
Jthodes of Maryland, who applied to
I. Stolun, New York City.
were rejoiced by the appearter,
they
Father Nerinckx for leave to open a ance of
Henry Essinger, City.
Rev.
the
Machebeuf,
Very
school for the education (religious and
E. N. Rich, La Jara, Colo.
a party of men and horses,
with
who,
of
the little girls of the neigh- met
secular)
!
H. L. Bickley, Raton.
oncomers
On
the
at
Red
river.
woo
hnrhnnl
cimalilv
riainic.
C. B. Kohlhausen, Raton.
e
aembfrTf I
granted, and the school was 'started
J. I. Seder, Albuquerque.
Bartley, where for the first time
in a poor dilapidated cabin.
E. G. Spinney, Denver.
ir. nenrlv two mnnths thov slpnt nn.
This wretched hut had no floor but
F. W. Drake, Hodges.
a roof. Xext
ound them ,n
H. A. Greer, Albuquerque.
the bare ground, and rough boards Las VegaS- 0n day
26,
Sunday
September
formed an equally poor roof, through at 4 p m the caravan
J. Rochford, Albuquerque.
reacnd the T.
which rain and snow poured freely Ancient
W. Bruce Camp, Albuquerque.
City of Santa Fe, where they
down on its humble inmates. How
C. Ringland, Albuquerque.
Wre receiyed wltn great rejoicing, bv A.
like unto the stable of Bethlehem.
A. T. Joseph and Mrs.
Joseph, Ojo
prle8tg and ay people At the door 0'f
Soon after, Miss Rhodes was joined
the Cathedral a priest raet the Sis. Caliente.
in her pious work by Miss Christina terSi and
G. C. Connell, Galveston.
Don't assume this is a nrazen appea! for your "frnJe- "after ''presenting them with
C. C. Duke, Philadelphia.
Stuart, and Miss Nancy Havern. Small hoIy water kd tnem to the foot of
the
and
as the nuraaer were and as poor as the altar whr
Mrs. J. S. Forrin, Kelly.
profit there might be in your purchase. We want
nia.. bart h00n
it was possible to he. the good young
Mrs.
W.
J.
fo'
Alexander,
and its front but we expect you to give it on!
them
trade
Kelly.
con.
The
pared
ceremony
your
ladies begged the Father to organize cUlded with tne
Coronado.
Episcopal blessing by
when we earn it.
Julius Meyer, Estancia.
and the poor, weary Sisi. the Bishop,
W. J. Perry, Cloudcroft.
ters were conducted to where at last
Much is said and written about clothes and clothes values
Clarence Ridgeway, Bisbee.
they were enabled to get a quiet rest."
A. L. Kendall, Cerrillos.
today. On every hand you are beset with clothing claina
As the work of the order is so well
M. Olivas, Cerrillos.
J.
each maker and store cheerfully asserting they are the one arid
known here, it will not be necessary
George Schell, Gallup.
to give any details of it now.
only "best'' there can be tut one genuinely Lest you know.
W. S. Arnold, Pecos.
To conclude permit me to say that
A. Booth, Estancia.
It is but natural for you to wonder just where fact ceases
the one Sister who was the first to Maud Aldacas
9
y Palo, Laredo, Texas.
take the vows, has now increased to
and fiction begins. This is why we request you to see thi3
800, the "wretched hut" where the first
new Spring Clothes Display. We want you to juage for yourschool was held, has increased to
fifty academies, and parochial schools,
self. We now the quality and value of these Goldmati-Beckmwhere religious and secular education
of the highest order is imparted, to
garments we invite you to examine. We Lslicve you
11,000 young ladies and youths of tenThe most durable rubber,
Will
their worth when you sec them.
der years. To how many those blessthe
But
he
assured
that you will not be urged to buy come
ings have been imparted during the
construction, make .
century of the order's existence, is
if you only care to Icoh
known alone to God. So hoping the
future centuries will be productive of
as much good as the past one, to both
Tires and Rims
m
oilers huu pupus; ana tnanKing tne
Mtfl
W
jgood old New Mexican for Its gener- undisputed leaders by right of
tell-tal-

scar-line-
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8
8
8
7
7
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Cimarron
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Koebtar Junction
Ar

88
94

p m

8 02
1 45
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.

5 (X)
4 52
i 43
4 25

Quarter of a Century Ago.

p m

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9. a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays. '
5
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USE THE

j

O.fiRANDB

j

SHORTEST LINE TO

o

elec-Tro-

Denver. Colorado

st

Springs and Pueblo

..

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

rii

'

lnt-o,-

-

I

;,.

.

j

New Mexico Military

"I,"

;

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Arm officers detailed by Wai

hr

a

URINARY

Department.

mm

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Yu
feet above sea level, sunshine every
!ay. but little rain or snow during the

REGENTS

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.
For particulars and illustrated

-

addreM:

We Ask You

it

iWi..iiiii

Ii'iiB

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

To Come See

I

SUMMER

TOURIST
RATES
EAST

I

NZ?V'
$76.35

$21.10

$50.25

Co,-

-

Springs,

$18.15

yMr

ill

Spring Clotkes

-

Buffalo,

$69.35

Pueblo,

$16.85

Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale
Daily until
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 31. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 30 days from date of sale.
For further particulars, time tables and literature
call on or address
any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

'

i

dr

i

St. Paul,

ThI

'

tfiffW

Display.

TO

St. Louis,
$44.35
nver'

J0

Vi

SANTA FE, N. M.,
$50.35

24

Hotel Arrivals.

season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
U graduates from standard
eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
la all respects.

Chicago,

T
--

"i,i

Institute

BUD

"

sd

"l"'-"6"""6-

E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.

"Bring

Home

a

Bottle of

Mm

SANTA FE, N. M.

You will never go wrong in
Are You a Seller? An advertiseletting
your Job printing come to the New ment in
the classified columns of the
Mexican
Company. Its fa- New Mexican will
put your real escilities are unequaled in the State. tate on
the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New the eyes of all
possible buyers.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuildSubscribe
for the Santa Fe New
ing of our new Stat.
11
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
New Mexican want ads.
always of the time and works for the
bilng results.
cf our new State.

ut

ar.

HCIJE?

-- THE

strain-resisti-

for

Firestone

WlUico

i

i
i

Stops
Coughs
Pfrtmfaw Wo

- afCures Colds

Opltm l

Tor CtdUm

For sale by ell druggists.

areciate

ng

good work.
I am sincerely your friend.
i
A. L. MORRISON.

41

service accomplishment.

Sold By All Dealers

Who Consider Quality

J.

it

GERDES, Gash Store
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All of Next Week, Biggest Sp ecii 1 Sale of
Ever Held in this City or Anywhere Else, for Quality and Prices.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.
PEACE TREATY
WITH

US

Valuable

Contribution to
History of Santa Fe
Trail

A

LIS1 OF

WESTERN

CHIEFS

Kit Carson Negotiated Agreement With Red Men in
His Early Days.
In 186., General James H. Carleton,
of the government military forces in New Mexico,
hostile
engaged in subduing the
Apaches and Navajoes in New Mexico,
On the
had been very successful.
the
Great Plains, however, between
Missouri river and Fort Bent on the
Arkansas, the northern and western
Indians had been committing a great
many depredations.
The officer who had been mainly relied upon by General Carleton in handling the Indian situation in New Mexwho was in command

or Spotted Wolf,

Grove to Cottonwood, at which place
I agreed to await the arrival of General Sanborn; on the 2Sth, Colonel
Bent joined me; the General's escort
under command of Major Wynkoop arrived on the same evening. Mr. Murphy, superintendent of Indian Affairs
for Kansas having telegraphed to the
General to await his arrival at Fort
Riley until the 27th ult., which he did;
at that time Mr. Murphy not having
arrived, the General started for Cottonwood; arrived there on the 29th,
accompanied by General Harney, II. S.
A., who was appointed Commissioner
in place of Colonel Parker.
In consequence of a severe storm on
the 30th ult., we did not resume our
march until the 1st inst., and on the
3rd arriving within three miles of the
mouth of the Little Arkansas, we went
General Sanborn
into encampment.
decided it was impossible for the wagons transporting the Indian supplies
to proceed South of the Arkansas to
Bluff Creek, the originally proposed
place for the Council.
On the afternoon of the day of our
arrival, myself in company with Gen- eial Sanborn and Colonel Bent went
down to the mouth of the Arkansas
and saw Poor Bear, chief of the
j Apaches
who came to camp on the
4th;' he was perfectly friendly although the small number of warriors
under his control renders him of little

GOOD

Chief.
or

Black-ma-

Head

Man.

or Chief in everything, Head Man.
or Havresack, Head man.
On the part of the Arapahoes.
This treaty was concluded on the
14th inst., and from the general conduct of the Indians, parties thereto,
in good
I am convinced it is made
faith and will be honestly observed
and its provisions strictly maintained.
On the IGth we commenced treating
with the Comanches, Kiowas and the
Apaches, conc'uding a treaty with
them on the 18th inst., the ratification
of which, however, is made contingent on the immediate delivery into
our hands of all white prisoners in
their possession.
I am, Captain,
Very respect filly,
Your obedient servant,
C. CARSON,
Col. 1st N. M. Cavalry.
CAPT..B. C. CUTLER,
Ast. Adjt. Gen. Santa Fe, N. M.
Colonel Twitchell has a large number of copies of the original reports
of Colonel Carson's activities as a
soldier and Indian fighter, which he
has secured from the many military
reports on file and buried in the arch
ives of the government at Washington.
The mentioning of the names of the
prominent Indian chiefs with whom
this treaty was negotiated, is in itself
a substantial contribution to the story
of the Old Santa Fe Trail.
GFNERAL STRIKE OF
RAILROAD FREIGHT HANDLERS.
Chicago, 111., May 17. A general
strike of railroad freight handlers
throughout the country will be declared tomorrow following a conference of international officials, according to a statement by President P. J.
Flannery of the local union today.

I.,.

FRUIT SEASON
FOR ESPANOLA VALLEY.

Trees in Full Blossom Present Scene
Rio
of Extraordinary Beauty
Grande is Very High.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, who came
in from his orchard in Rio Arriba county yesterday afternoon, stated that the
Rio Grande is very high, and the people of Espanola are actively engaged
in strengthening the embankment
above that town, and the I). & R. G.
Railway Company is bringing four
car loads of cedar branches each day
to assist in that work.
The apple trees are all in bloom, the
tisplay of flowers in the various orchards being of remarkable beauty, the
pink blossoms of the Winesap, Maiden Blush, Black Twig, Lauver and
similar varieties, makinT a fine contrast to the pure white flowers of
the Spitzenberg, Ben Davis, Northern
Spy and Gano. The masses of cherry
blossoms justify the love of the Japanese for those delicate flowers.
The prospects for a good fruit season are very encouraging.
So far
everything is safe except apricots,
Tapanere Plums, and about half of
the sweet cherries, peaches and nectarines. The crop of apples, pears,
quince, European and American
plums and sour cherries promises to
be immense.

9

DRIVES OUT
RHEUMATISM
Rheumatism is due to an excess of uric acid, an irritating, inflammatory
FOR RENT 3 or t; room house,
accumulation, which gets into the circulation because of weak kidneys,
constipation, indigestion, and other physical irregularities which are usually with furniture or not. D. S. Lowitzki.
considered oi no importance. .Nothing applied externally can ever reach
the seat of this trouble; the most such treatment can do is soothe the pains
FOR RENT
house
with,
temporarily; while potash and other mineral medicines really add to the bath. 502 Galisteo St. Apply St. Vinacidity of the blood, and this fluid therefore continually grows more acrid cent's
Sanitarium.
and vitiated. Then instead of nourishing the different muscles and joints,
keeping them in a normally supple and elastic condition, it gradually hardens
and stiffens them by drying up the natural oils and fluids. Rheumatism can ' SOUTHWESTERN
Realty & Emnever be cured until the blood is purified. S. S. S. thoroughly cleanses and ployment
P. O. Box 73, 210
renovates the circulation by neutralizing the acids and driving the cause W. Silver, Agency,
N. Mex.,
from the system. It strengthens and invigorates the blood so that instead Wanted 50
Mexican teamsters and laof a sour, weak stream, depositing acrid and painful, corrosive matter in
the muscles, joints and bones, it nourishes the entire body with pure, rich ' borers at once.
S. S. S. contains no potash,
blood and permanently cures Rheumatism.
alkali or other harmful mineral, but is made entirely of roots, herbs and
Elegantly Furnisned Rooms for Rent
barks of great purifying and tonic properties. Book ou Rheumatism and
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
any medical advice free to all who write.
all modern conveniences, including
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. electric
light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
j

j

The bodies were found in a feed
box in the stables of which their
father was in charge. It is believed
the boys were playing around the
stable, fell into the feed box head first,
and sinking in the feed, perished.
Their bodies were found by their father. There had been wild rumors that
the children had been kidnaped and
detectives ran down clews that led to
different cities.

Apply to F.
supreme court, Judge Knapp of the
commerce conn and United States
Land Commissioner Neill, will select
the five members in accordance with
the agreement made between the engineers and the railroad management.

Settlement

of

Jurisdiction

ENGINEERS
(By Special

RAILROADS
UNABLE TO AGREE.

AND

T.'ire to Npw Mexican)

Kansas City, Mo., May 17. Daniel
Were Supposed to Have Been
Willard, president of the Baltimore &
Ohio railroad, and P. H. Morrissey,
Kidnaped.
president of the Railway Employes
(By Special Lensod Wire to N'?w Mexican) and Investors Society, two members of
the arbitration board to settle the deCincinnati, Ohio, May 17. The
search for Robert and Urban mands of the locomotive engineers in
Nicholls, brothers, aged respectively 6 the eastern territory have been unand 4 years, who mysteriously disap- able to agree on the other five mempeared on April 29, came to an end bers of the arbitration board. Unless
when their bodies were found in a they do so by next Tuesday, Chief
Justice White of the United States
stable near their home here today.
Boys Disappeared Two Weeks Ago and

couh-try-wid- e

of

Visible

Typewriter

sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
r--

NORTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH
WITHDRAWS FROM NEW MEXICO.

the State

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. N'e
mittees.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
TCew
to
Wire
Leased
Mexican) an4 rented. Standard makes handled.
(By Special
Oklahoma City, Okla., May 17. The All repair work and typewrites guarconvention of the northern branch of anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Eh
the Baptist church voted to withdraw change. Phone 231.
immediately from New Mexico, according to a report made to the Southern, NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
Baptist convention here today. Settle-OF ACCOUNTS OF ADMINISment of jurisdiction in New Mexico, in
TRATRIX.
technical dispute several years, was
In the
court for the county
reached at meetings of committees of Santa probate
Fe.
from each branch of the church.
In the matter of the Estate of James
Wallace Raynolds, Deceased.
Cured Tonight at the Elks' Clever To All AVhom
it May Concern:
comedy convict, rich in humor.
Notice is hereby given that the final
account of Brownie B. Raynolds, as
administratrix of the estate of James
99
Wallace Raynolds, deceased, was duly
filed in the office of the Probate Clerk
of Santa Fe County, upon the 26th day
of February, 1912; that by an order of
the Honorable Canuto Ala rid, Probate Judge, duly entered upon the 6th
day of May, 1912, the 1st day of July,
1912, was appointed as the date for
hearing of objections to such final ac
count and for final; settlement thereof.
Witness my hand and the seal of the
Probate Court this 6th day cf May,
Settled by Joint

CHILDREN FELL IN FEED
BOX AND PERISHED.

Oliver

M. Jones.

Com-

j

1

SouAem Aospiaiiy
n,i.

wear

wn l Z.V

u

uiria.

..'.ju

(

1912.
M. A. ORTIZ,

(Seal)

Clerk.

TIME TABLE ALL
KIT CARSON,
He Was a Scottish Rite Mason and a Member of Montezuma
Santa Fe.
Ico was Colonel

Christopher Carson.
In recognition of Carson's services in
Indian matters, he was appointed
commissioner of the United States,
along with other distinguished gentlemen in military and civil life, to consummate, a treaty with these Plains
Indians.

On the 11th day of October, 18C5,
Carson and other representatives on
the commission were successful in
bringing to a conclusion a very advantageous arrangement or treaty with
the leading Arapaho, Kiowa, Cheyenne, Comanche and Apache chiefs.
This treaty was consummated at the
A
mouth of the little Arkansas.
copy of the report of the proceedings,
as made by Colonel Carson, is in the
possession of Colonel It. E. Twitchell,
of Las Vegas which he has kindly furIt is as folnished for publication.
lows:
In Camp at Indian Council, Mouth of

the Little Arkansas, Kansas, October 18, 1855.
Captain: For the Information of
the General Commanding, I have the
honor to report the completion of my
special duty, as Commissioner of the
United States, to treat with the various hostile Indian tribes south of the
Arkansas River as follows:
On the 15th ult., I left Fort Riley
and proceeded

slowly

via

Council

Food

That Digests
is

the only food that counts.

Grape-Nut- s
is easily

digested and nearly

all nourishment.

LOCAL TRAINS
at

Lodge

of

"A. T. & o. P. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect "with No. 8
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10

importance; he wa3 issued rations for
himself and people.
Early on the 5th, Kicking Bird, a
Kiowa chief, came in and explained
that his people were afraid of foul
play on the part of the soldiers, and
that all government stock in their possession would be taken from them;
having his apprehensions removed on
these points, he promised to bring in
his people without delay, and was issued rations for that purpose.
On the Gth all the Commissioners
having arrived, vis., General Sanborn,
U. S. A., Mr. Murphy, Mr. Bent,

Col-one-

!

Leavenworth, Judge Steele and
myself, we formally organized our
Council by electing General Sanborn
President, and decided upon the terms
to be offered the respective tribes.
On the 7th, Satank, one of the principal Kiowa chiefs, came to camp and
being furnished rations, immediately
returned to bring In his people to treat
for peace.
s
On the 10th the chiefs of the
and Arapahoes came in and on
the 11th we commenced treating with
them, concluding a very successful
treaty, the terms of which having to
be ratified by the Congress of the
United States, I deem it improper to
include in this report; the treaty was
signed by the following chiefs:
or Black Kettle, Head
Chief.
or Seven
Bulls, Chief.
or Little Robe,
Chief.
or Black White
Man.
or Eagle Head, Head
man.
or Bull that hears,
Head Man.
On the Part of the Cheyennes.
or Little Raven, Head
Chief.
or Storm, Chief.
or Big mouth, Chief.
Chey-enne-

The following are the time tables
the local railroads:

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. ra.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and Ns. 4
eastbound.

CAA

T

0L

p. m.

made from pure, refined cotton oil,
and Southerners know of its purity
and healthfulness better t than
Northerners.

It stands to reason that a cooking
fat which is of vegetable origin, free
from hog fat and indigestion, will
make purer, richer,, more healthful
food than the product of the pig.

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Goes

one-thir- d

Fe at

fr

tne Belen cut-of- f
Passengers
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:20 p. m. instead of 7:20
ias heretoior-- . Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r. m. Instead of
buquerque
!2:20 a. m,
D. & ft. a. Hy.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort:
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north,
New exvco central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
t east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
-'

of the South is proverbial; a great
THE hospitality
in the success of Southern hospitality is Southern cooking, for good cooks make or mar the meal.
Cottolene is a Southern product,

Returnlna arrive at Santa

8:35 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con.
rect with No. 8 astbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30

Farther than Butter or Lard

i

j

SAT.K OP TIMBER' ALBUQDEKQE. NEW
MEXICO. APHIL 30.
Sealed bids

mrkl
outide'Bi.t. Timber Sale Application. Pecos."

Anril 29. 1t'l2. and addressed to the District For
ester, Forest Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico, will be received up to nnd including the
3rd day ot June. 1912, for nil the loercliiiutalile
dead timber standing or down, and all the live,
timber marked for cutting by a Forest office"-located on an area to be definitely designated
Forest officer before cutting begins, inby
cluding about IttOO acres in approximately Sec-tic- s
2J, 23, 25. 28, 27, 84 and 3fi surveyed T. 17 N.
tt. 10 E. N. M P. M (In Ag"a Sarca watershed)
within the PeeosNatlonal Forest, estimated to
be 1.7f0000 ft B. M of western yellow pine,
Douglas fir. white flr and white pine sawttm-tier- ,
log scale, more or ess No bid of less than
HOO'er M ft, B M will he considered, and n
rteroslt of HOi payable to the order f the Firm
Nat ona' B.inkof A buqueroue mus' be sent to
that bank for each bidsubmitted to the District
Forester. Timber upon valid claims is exempt
from Hale. The right to reject any no .1) bins
is reserved. For further Information and regulations governing sales, address Forest Supervisor. Pecos National Forest, Cowles. N.
S. PECK, Acting District Forester.

.,
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er is predicted for tomorrow. YesterChange of Program at the Elks' today the maximum temperature was night.
CS degrees
Chloride of Lime sprinkled around
and the minimum 45 degrees. It was a perfect day as is to- in damp places purifies the air and
kills the germs. Zook's.
All Boxes or ine Santa Fe Electric day.
Warm Weather Is coming. Cooking
Moving Picture Man Here George
Laundry brought Into the office will
by electricity is cheaper than coal. M Peters of the SeLg Polyscope Com
be redeemed at 10c doz.
can prove it. Se him.
pany, will arrive tonight from AlbuBoy Scouts Tonight This evening Sparks
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent querque and will be taken to the Rito
at 7:30 o'clock, an important meeting
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav de los Frijoles tomorrow by
of the Boys Scouts will be held.
Secretary
all modern conveniences, includ- J. S. Harris of the Chamber of ComLOST Hand carved
purse with ing
and
heat
electric
light, steam
merce. Peters has just taken fine
money. Return to this office and re- ing
baths, in the First National Bank films of the Reclamation work at the
ceive reward.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Elephant Buttes, working for two
Preparing Ground for School GarKilled in a Saloon F. T. Smith, a hours in
dens A force of men was this forea cage suspended 500 feet
was
locomotive
railway
engineer,
noon" preparing the lots west of the
; above
the pit below the reservoir,
In the face by some hard obstruck
New Mexican building for the school
while several explosions were set off
'
ject in the hands of a man at the "Old below him, which will form part of
MBHBHHI
S3EHB a
I
gardens.
j
Home" bar at EI Paso and
Our meat market, because so many
Kentucky
For Sale iry residence on Palace died from
the film.
the injury.
arrange for their meets here!
Ave. C. A. Bishop.
Dead Louis
Louis
Rougemont
Good Advertising
The New World
WANTED Experienced seamstress
o: Chicago, prints a
illus-- ; Rougemont, 25 years old. died at 5
or apprentice. Call at Salmon's store.
trated article on Santa Fe, and partic--I o'clock yesterday afternoon at tha
s
WE WILL BE PLEASED
Brighten Up with
of his fa'her Elfego Rougemo.it
ularly the great work that Dr. Edgar home
paints and varnishes at Goobels.
on Canon Road. Besides his parents
L. Hewett has accomplished
in
the
To Arrange With You
A large tin pan for ten cents at The;
he is survived by three younger brothCent Store, 249 W. San Francisco Palace of the Governors and the De ers and four sisters. The funeral w''l
For The Best Cuts of Meat Ten
is
The
article
Vargas
procession.
by
St.
H. M. Skinner.
It is good advertising. take place at 6 o'clock tomorrow mornTonight at the Elks': The LightEither By 'Phone
At Half Price This Month, .Choice ing from the Cathedral and burial will
house Keeper's Daughter; The BrothDress
Patterns, of finest Swiss Em- fce made in the Rosar'-- i ceiufterj
erhood of Man; Cured.
Or At Our Counter.
Fatal Accident at Columbus In e
on Japanese Pongee, Chiffon,
broidery
For Sun Burn and chapped hands,
Italian Linen, Marquisette, and the fa- runaway at Columbus, Luna county.
Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Almond
mous Swiss Batiste, in all colors. In- Solomon S. Waterbury, aged 78, was
Cream. Zook's.
His remains were
them today. W. H. Goebel Co.
fatally injured.
spect
A Rendezvous For Meat
MonWedding Next Monday. On
in the drug business is shipped to Nashua, Iowa.
day, May 20, Manuelita Baca will be a Experience
valuable asset. Have your prescripRailroad Officials at Albuquerque
married to Pilar Rael at the Cathedral.
tions filled at Zook's.
Today at Albuquerque, President RipA reception and dance will follow. In
vitations have been sent out by Mr. Special School Levy Carries There ley returning east from Santa Barvote cast aSainst the bara, was met by a number of Santa
About The Kind They Eat! and Mrs. Sesario Romero and Mr. and:wasnot a sinSle
special levy of 10 additional mills for Fe officials. With him was Ford Harru rs
Harm in Knpi
school purposes in school district No. vey, and those who met him wre
Only a few days left to get a pair of.
thnA TCrimipnHnrf Vlittmrt n shnps hp- - 1 which includes Demine. It will be General Superintendent J. M. Kurn,
as not a sinSle Division Superintendent F. E. Sum
low cost. Townsend has only a few recalld that there
aSainst the issue ot fony
mers, Vice President W. E. Hodges,
low shoes left. Price or cost not
sand doIlars in bonds for the building and General Storekeeper N. M. Rice.
in this close out sale.
of the nW
scho1 building a few Mrs. Ripley is also at Albuquerque. A
Warmer Weather Predicted-War- m-j
Phcne S2.
number of Santa Fe officials are at
weath-- j years ag0-- ,
er and continued
sunny
.
ms usual, iNuinan cannon again is Santa Fe Including
Vfre President
the .first one to have something new. Avery Turner and Division Agent. W.
He is going to demonstrate the double R. Brown.
service house dresses tomorrow, and
Funeral of E. A. Stevens Funeral
every lady in this city should be there. services for the late E. A. Stevens,
It is a foregone conclusion that every
who died at the Sanitarium' will be
lady that is there will surely buy one. held at 10:P.O o'clock tomorrow mornIt is a two in one idea and the prices
from the undertaking parlors of
j are the same
as for ordinary house ing
Mulligan and Rising. Burial will be
dresses.
made in the Fairview cemetery.
Requiem High Mass Today being
Marriage License Issued A marthe fourth anniversary of the death
Arch-- j riage license was issued this morning
of (he beloved and lamented
bishop Peter Bourgade, a requiem hiKh by M. A. Ortiz, city clerk, tor Manuei
mass for the repose of his soul, was Ortiz of Tojoaque and Rebecca Sena
celebrated in the Cathedral by the of Santa Fe. The ceremony will take
in piece May 27. at the Cathedral, the
Kight Rev. Monsignor Fourchegu,
the presence of a large congregation, Rev. Father Antonio Fourchegu ofcomposed mainly of the dear Aroh-- j ficiating.
bishop's old friends. Requiescat in
A Splendid Variety of Wash Suits
WiLLYST,NREST QUALITY and PRICE
pace.
for the little folks in a great variety
Do Not Forget that Phone Black 9 of colors and
grades at Townsends.
is the number that will reach Theo- These are not competition goods but
dore Corrick at his new location for will stand our liberal guarantee.
SANTA FE HARDWARE AND SUPPLY COMPANY
merly the Closson barn, and which Prices are as low as you will pay for
will bring to your call the best hack
good reputable merchandise anywhere.
line nd livery service that the city afStole Pair of Shoes. Leonard Carr,
fords.
Sues Dawson Company for Dama- A popular
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Sherwin-William-

But You Will Benefit More,! Personally,
the Place to Buy Best Groceries.
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Turn Your Search in this Direction.

This Is

I!

Strawberries,!

Tomatoes,

For Those Who
Are Particular

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,

j

Green Onions,

Radishes,

Spinach,

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,
Carrots.

Parsnips,

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

--

Phone 4.

j

i.ii
fet-'i-

2

tnou-sidere- d

con-vot- e

OUR STOCK

-

7

THE JEWELER.

OF TOOLS

i

HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVT. YGUZi WATCH

CLEANED OCCASIONALLY

AWAVC'I
ery

longer than
any other piece of machinbui it needs both occasion-

t

br-c-

" Time

suit against the Stag Canon Fuel Company for $18,000 damages for losing
a leg "in a fall of coal in the Dawson,
Colfax county, mines.
All Good Tonight at the Elks'.
Be Sure and read Adolf Seligman's
advertisement. It will be worth your
while to not only read his advertisement, but stop in and look his stock
over. The sale is going to last for a
week.

Pieces That Are

Reliable."

y.

ff i

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

will run without

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travel over fifteen
miles a day, you wi".! not
grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
li
and accuracy of your watch.
Aeavc your watch with us

FOR

;

iVrsons

iow Wel
used with

is

treiitniitt oi'
who bnv' mUim

In tin

TiiIumvuIukis.
It itniirnvd.

cxluiusriirT ni'Jit sweats
stopped, lever dimir.islied. jwid many recovered. If you are interested to know
more nlmut it, we will put yon in totieh
with some who are now well. You ean
Investigate and judge for yourself. Head of
Mrs. (Invert's recovery:
(iridiih. Inrt.
'(foiitlenieu: Thinking that perhaps a
short history of the reinarkahlo cure of my
mother-in-la(Mrs. Anna (Jovtrtt ini.lit
henetit some other sufferers. I hereby
Aliout
(five the following testimonial:
she was taken sick
September 10.
with Catarrhal Pneumonia, and continually
grew worse, rciuirintf a trained nurse.
N'ijjht sweats were so had that It was
necessary to change her clothing onMe or
twice every niuht; her eoulj increased
and got so bad that everybody expected
that she would not live much longer.
Tbe trained nurse (Miss Anna Trinen) informed mo that she hud Tuberculosis and
nothing could be done for her. In January, when Key. Wm. B.ra. of St. Michael's Church, at Sbereviile. Ind.. prepared
for her death,
ho recommended that I
get some iCcknian's Alterative, and see if
it would not give her some relief. I then
requested the attending physician to give
his diagnosis and lie informed me that
she had Consumption and was hevond alt
medical aid. When
asked if he thought
that il was useless to rrv he Alterative,
he rep'.d that No pbvsiohn could help
her any and I could s lit iiivself about
it.' So I inimediatelv had Key. Wm. Ilerg
to send for a bottle. Practically without
hone for recovery. I insisted that she trv
the Alterative, whi. h she did.
At the
end of the, first week's treatment, she got
so bad that she refused b ( ik nnv more
of it. hut the doctor advised her to keep
on taking It. as it was the only thing
that might help her. I am glad to way
now that she kept on and soon began to
improve. Now. she works as hard as
ever, weighs twenty pounds heavier than
she ever did before she took sick, and
Is in good health.
She frankly says she
owes her life and health to'
We keep it on hand at all
Alterative.
times and recommend it hczHv.
"(Signed Affldaviti Jt'is. HlliMMKIi."
Rckman's Alterative is effective in llron-chltiiAsthma. May Kever: Thr-ai- t
and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Ioes not contain t.oisons. opiates
or
druirs. Ask for booklet
of cured eases and write to Kckmau
Laboratory. Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading drurgists and
giliilcd

vpi:;iit.

by Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

a mute, was arrested, Wednesday
night, and yesterday arraigned before
Police Judge Jose Maria Garcia charged with stealing a pair of shoes from
Dr. E. K. McNeil of La Mesa, Dona
Ana County, at the Capital hotel.
After hearing the evidence,
Judge
Garcia sentenced Carr to pay a fine
of $10 and costs, or to serve thirty
days in jail. A number of persons appeared as witnesses against Carr to
whom he had offered the shoes for
sale. As the prisoner had no money
when arrested, the police doubt that
tbe shoes were sold. Carr is a stranger
in the city.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given to all owners
of dogs that the dog tax for 1912 is
now due. All dogs running at large
without a tag will be impounded.
RAFAEL GOMEZ,
City Marshal.

and
every year are
PLANTS That come
the ones to have in Santa
Clarendon Garden
bloom

up

Fe.

FOR SALE NOW AT THE

Phone Black 12.

Golden Glow, Phlox, Shasta Daisies, Pansies,
Hardy Blooming Shrubs and many others.

Special Demonstration of Doub e service House

?i!
Hi.

Was Dying;

Ecknmu's Al;.'l':iUvir

ww--

resses.

EGINNING TOMORROW we will demonstrate Double Service House Dresses just off the

main isle near the escalator. They are the most practical and useful House Dresses ever
designed. No buttons or hooks and eyes just two large snaps on the belt as shown here, hold
the entire garment in place.
Come

and see

TWO REVERSIBLE FRONTS WHICH GIVE DOUBLE SERVICE AS TO WEAR AND SOIL

for

EASY TO LAUNDRY BECAUSE THE GARMENT OPENS OUT FLAT

Yourself

with no buttons or frills to bother, an important point. Double Service House Dresses are made on a
QUALITY BASIS excellent Percales and Ginghams and Best of Wormanship.
EASY

TO PUT ON

10

Baldwin

OFF LIKE

A

"4-ln-- l"

Patented

COAT, NO PULLING OVER HEAD OR SLIPPING OUT OF SKIRT!

Made in Princess Style, Giving

the Garment a Neat and Tidy Appearance.

Also has Pocket,

i.t
hi

Costs no more than ordinary house dresses, but cheaper in the end because of their double service features, etc., etc.

PRICES, $1,497 $1.98 and $2.15.
I

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
1

ft"-

-

SALMON

g

